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The Harrisonburg Transit celebrates its 25th
anniversary while students and bus drivers
recall their fondest and funniest bus memories.
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Creative expressions communicate through
choreography and performance in the student dance concert "Splattered Bounds."

The women's basketball team defeated
Gardner-Webb University 92-64 in its
season opener
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Increased
security
reduces
holiday
break-ins

Extinguishing
ft .the

irhance

Bv LAURA COCHRAN
contributing writer
Local organizations have
launched a collective effort to
decrease incidents of larceny
and break-ins in off-campus
housing when students are
away for holiday breaks.
"In 1999 there were 70 student-reported cases of larceny
and breaking and entering combined during the holiday seasons," Harrisonburg Police
Department Lieutenant Kurt
Boshart said. "The 2000 campaign reduced the number of
cases to 11."

Complexes examine safety concerns
since fire; experts offer prevention tips
BY MARGOT KRIEGLR

contributing writer
The Harrisonburg community was
rattled by the tire in the Commons that
left 48 people homeless and a building
uninhabitable. While residents wen1
offered housing in other apartment
complexes, the question remains: could
this nave been prevented?
The conditions of that Saturday
afternoon, including strong wind and
no rain in recent weeks, aided the fire
in
spreading
so
rapidly,
Harrisonburg Fire Chief Larry
Shifflett said.
"The Commons are not violating any fire or building
codes and a sprinkler system
would have most likely not
changed anything," rw
said.
"My office doesn't
even have a sprinkler
system;
it's
not
unusual and it's not
required," he said
"The important
thing is that students need to

-66
A lot of people... tend
to think crime doesn't
exist in an area like
Harrisonburg.
-Kurt Boshart
HPD lieutenant

95
Last year, HPD launched a
security campaign to inform
students about preventive
measures they could take to
reduce the risk of becoming victims of burglary and to deter
burglars from targeting the student apartment complexes during holidays, according to
Boshart.
He said that property managers of all the major apartment
complexes partnered up with
the HPD in their 2000 campaign
to increase the effectiveness of
the program, and this year, the
office of Off-Campus Life joined
the team.
Extra patrols in the apartment complexes during breaks
are another part of the security
campaign. The HPD and JMU
police share jurisdiction during
holidays in the off-campus
housing Boshart said.
He said the main problem is
that students believe "nothing
ever happens here," and that it
is common sense to lock doors
and windows. However most of
the break-ins involve unlocked
doors and windows.
"A lot of people who attend
JMU are from out of the area,
and they tend to think crime
doesn't exist in an area like
Harrisonburg," Boshart said.
"Students should not have a
false sense of security just
because it's a small town. We
have the same crimes as all the
major cities."
OCL will be a beneficial
addition to the program this
year by distributing informational pamphlets on preventive
measures and Communitv
Watch Property Inventory
Forms, according to Boshart.
The lorms should be used bv
students to list the item, make,

,
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After a fire in the Commons
left 48 students homeless and
destroyed many of their possessions, the importance of
insurance for those with offcampus housing is more evident than ever.
"It may seem of little concern about insuring your property or too expensive, and then
an incident like the fire at the
Commons occurs. Tr»en you
wish you had," said Mel
Maher, assistant director of
Off-Campus Lite.
Sophomore
Jessica
Lumsden was among the 48
Commons residents that lost
everything in the tire. "Because
my parents have homeowner's
insurance, everything was covered under that," she said.
"That's the case for most college students. I have not heard
of someone that didn't have
coverage. The people I've
talked to are all covered "

*

Sunny

Lumsden said her father
works for insurance company Liberty Mutual and her
family is covered by its
homeowner's insurance.
"I was at home in
Richmond when it happened," she said. "My dad
immediately got on the phone
with our agent."
Maher said, "Most students who live off campus do
not purchase renter's insurance. Iriey are encouraged to
check with their parents to see
if they are covered on their
homeowner's insurance —
and most are."
Maher said, "OCL advises
all students when living off
campus to first check with
their parents to see if their
homeowner's policy covers
them and what type of coverShe said if students find
that they are not covered by the
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Championship win earns Dukes NCAA spot

Reduce
th^Pisk of
reak-ins

Men's soccer defeats No. 4 seed VCU 1-0 in CAA Championship Sunday
BY TRAVIS CLINOBNPBBI

sports editor
Tne Dukes secured the 2001
Colonial Athletic ftltorllHOfl
championship Sund.iv alter
noon M tliev downed Virginia
Commonwealth L niversily 1-0
at
the
Virginia
Beach
Sportsplex.
The championship matchup between the No. 2 Mtd
JMU and No. 4 seed VCU
remained sum-less until the
second half in lite 62nd minute
when senior midfielder Levi

Strayer lobbed a pass to senior
nkmtkkr Rflffib Rivers who
was streaking towards the goal
ott ol ■ restart
PJveni carried the ball until
he was just outside of the box,
ihen li'ted ii over the head of
Rams' goalkeeper Adam Mead.
VCU outshot the Dukes 1210 and had several opportunitn-s hi tie the tOOn, but the closest shots floated wide right and
over the crossbar.
Junior goalkeeper Josh

Kovolenko was named the
tournament's Most Valuable
Mayor after posting his eighth
shutout of the season, in this
one stopping a pair of shots
The 1-0 finish was the second of the season for the two
schools. The Rams won the
first match-up Oct. 10 in
Richmond.
Both Rivers and Strayer

wen riBDHd the2001 CAA All-

Tournament team along with
Kovolenko.

JMU advanced to the championship match following a 2-0
victory over the College of
William & Mary Friday night.
The Dukes upset the thenranked Tribe at Reservoir
Street Field 2-1 Oct. 20.
The Dukes took the early
advantage on a W&M owngoal, and Strayer added the
insurance goal for |MU with a
hiking shot that found the
upper-left corner of the net on
a direct kick.

The CAA championship
earns JMU an automatic berth
in the NCAA tournament. Trie
Dukes have participated in the
tournament seven times now in
the past 10 years under coach
Tom Martin. Martin and company won consecutive CAA titles
from 19V2 to '94 and received atlarge bids in '95, '96 and '00.
JMU will learn today who
they face in the opening round
when the tournament begins
Nov. 23.

LisNhe item, malte, model,
serial number anrTTBnel
description of personal
belongings that may be
burglary targets
Give house or apartment
a "llved-in" look by setting
timers lor lights or stoppinq
mail while students
are away
CINDY TI\KIK>„
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A DUKE DAY EVENT:
• Baptist Hudent L'nxm Hispanic Migrant Ministry, 5:45 p.m.,
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Stuck-nt Baptist Center at the a>mcr ei Smith Main Street and
Cantivll Avenue. Wiirk with Mexican farmers. Ministry
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POLICE LOG
Bi KlMHMLI MCKENZH
putici' repiirii-r
A JMU student was judicially referred
lor discharging a 'potato gun" in M-lot at
12:22 am
In other matters, campus police report the followng:
Aggravated Assault
• Two JMU students were luutaalty referred
tor aggravated assault and property damage
in White Hal Nov. 16 at 1:22 a.m
The students reportedly were in a dispute
which resulted with a person being struck with
a hockey stick The victim reportedly was
transported to Rockingham Memorial Hospital
by rescue squad.

kayak from the top of a jeep in the parking
deck Nov 13 between 8 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
• A JMU student reported larceny ol a JAC
card from the CISAT FJuMng Nov. 7 at 1 p.m.

LIFESTYLES

WEATHER
Today

Underage Consumption of Alcohol
• Aaron D. FJowman. 18, of Harrisonburg.
Jonathan W Kagarise. 18, of Leesburg and
non-student Maria J. Pack*, 18, of Leesburg.
were arrested and charged with underage
possession of alcohol in R1-k>t, Nov. 15 at
2.42 a.m.
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug.
25 61

Harassment
• A JMU student reported receiving harassing
phone calls m Hoffman Hal Nov 8
Grand Larceny
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• A JMU student reported the larceny of a
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• Unknown persons removed two televisions
from Maury Hall between Nov. 12 at 7-15 a.m.
and Nov. 13 at 6 a.m.
• A JMU student reported a mountain bike
taken from a bike rack at Zane Sbowker Hall
Nov 14.
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Tuesday for Thursday issue
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office
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"Student support has been
absolutely amazing."

i Anthrax U.
Anthrax spores found in
Howard U. mail room.
Page 4

DARCY LANGLAIS

organizer.
Senior Class Challenge

Senior Class Challenge raising
money for Tempietta re-creation
BY MARTHA CUNNINGHAM

encourages seniors to donate
now and continue to donate in
The Class of 2002 has the next two or three years.
Langlais said the gift will
selected the Senior Class
Challenge class gift to be represent the lasting presence
donated to the university.
of the Class of 2002 as well as
According to the Senior a memorial to the events of
Class Challenge Web site, a Sept. 11.
She said planning began last
replica of the Tempietta, or
temple, on the grounds of March as the SCC received sugfrom
university
James Madison's home at gestions
Montpelier will be given to administration and then began
to narrow down choices,
the university.
Organizers senior Darcy Langlais said.
Students voted on gift
Langlais and senior Stephen
Davis said that plans call for a options such as giving
23- to 26-foot structure consist- money to the honors program senior scholarship, giving of 10 columns.
According to the Web site ing money to the reading and
the Tempietta's 10 columns writing program or giving 50
will form a circle and the struc- percent of the money to the
ture will have a domed roof college of their choice,
according to Langlais.
over it.
On Oct. 15, Senior Night at
According to Langlais, the
proposed site for the structure D-hall drew over 50 seniors
will be in front of Burrus Hall. who were asked to fill out surShe said plans include trans- veys regarding their gift preferforming the asphalt roadway ence, Langlais said.
"We are currently talking to
into a grass lawn and constructing walls that will sur- different companies about the
project and have a couple
round the structure.
"We wanted to pick a gift ideas to represent Sept. 11
that students would be interest- {such as a commemorative
ed in giving," Davis said. He Elaque on the Tempietta),"
anglais said.
said SCC's goal is to raise
Davis said, "We are hop$102,002 and have approximateing to place a plaque in memly 500 senior pledges.
According to Davis, the SCC ory of Sept. 11, but exact
contributing writer

plans for the structure have
not been made."
Official fund raising for the
gift will kick off Jan. 14 at
Chandler Hall, Langlais said.
She said, "Student support
[for the gift thus far| has been
absolutely amazing."
Organizers aim to get students involved through advertising campaigns and by making presentations in seniorlevel classes, according to
Langlais. She said SCC also
hopes to further involve the
administration to get broader
opinions and support.
Senior Teressa Murrell
said, "It's (the gift) a good
idea because it's a different
contribution from previous
classes and further associates James Madison, the
man, with James Madison,
the university."
Davis added, "This gift is a
good idea because it is something tangible that the Class
of 2002 can see on campus
when they come back in five
or 10 years."
According to the Web site, the
Challenge hopes to raise the
pledges and gifts by May of 2002.
According to Langlais, an
architect is still working on
plans and they don't have a projected building date yet.

NATE THARP/ttaffartiu
The Senior Class Challenge plans to build a model of James Madison's Tempietta.

Speaker discusses racial diversity issues
BY LISA NATALICCHIO

contributing writer
An award-winning journalist and former executive editor
of Ms. magazine spoke about
the importance of respect for
people regardless of their race
last Thursday night.
In her first visit to JMU,
Helen Zia spoke about her
struggles as an AsianAmerican and related them to
racial profiling throughout
history, most specifically during the aftermath of the Sept.
11 attacks
Approximately 150 people
attended the event, sponsored by
the Center for Multicultural and
International Student Services.
Zia said that as a child she
"never saw anybody who
looked like me."
She explained that when she
was growing up, there were
only 400,000 to 500,000 Asians
in America.
She said that one day during the Civil Rights movements, one of her friends said
to her, '"You know, Helen, you
have to decide whether SOU in
black or white.'"
Zia explained that she was
neither, however she did not
feel as if she had a voice lo
DAVE KlM/miff phuhign^her speak out with. "I didn't feel
like a real American," she said.
Former executive editor of Ms. magazine Helen Zla describes
Zia said she went on a jourher experiences as an As)an-American subjected to racial profil- ney to find a voice to speak out
ing.
with. She said, "I learned to

make my voice stronger."
She talked about how she
went from supporting herself
by banging out the dents of cars
to working in an editing position at Ms., a magazine geared
specifically toward the empowerment of women.

-66Until we learn to raise
our voices, we will
continue to see this
rash of hate crimes.
-Helen Zia
Award-winning journalist

-9?
Part of her journey to find
her voice was writing two
books, Zia said. The first book
she wn>te is "Asian American
Dreams: The Emergence of a'n
American People."
She is the co-author of "My
Country vs. Me," which will be
in bookstores in January.
Zia was named ChineseAmerican Journalist ol the V.u
by the Org.ini/jtion of ChineseAmericans in 1998.
Zil related her journey to
the racial profiling that people
of Middle Eastern descent
have faced since the Sept 11

attacks. Racial profiling is the
targeting of a person based on
ih.it person's race, national origin or ethnicity.
She said that then' are par
allels between the racial stereotyping of Asians and of people
of Middle Eastern decent."
Zia discussed incidents
throughout history where, due
to racial profiling, AsianAmericans were the target of
suspicion because of their race.
For example,
during
World
War
II,
Asian
Americans were suspected of
showing Communist planes
where American bases were
by the way the top of their
tomato plants were pointing,
she said.
Then have been more
than 7<K) incidents of hate
crimes since the Sept. 11
■Hack*, Zla Mid. She quoted
one
victim
as
saying,
"'Anyone who is brownskinned or colored-looking,
be on guard for your life.'
"Until we learn to raise
our voices, we will continue

to tee Ihlfl rash of hate
crimes," she said.
Zia said she beluw- her
message is important for college students because each of
them has something to contribute and they can all make
a change
Students who attended /ia's
talk believed that she helped

them find their voices. Senior
Angela Hang said that Zia
made her "reflect on myself and
my decisions."
Freshman Jonathan Kelly
said, "I think that it is important for all of us to realize the
hardships that the poor and
minorities have (dealt with] in
order to find their place in
this country."

-66The historical examples
given by Helen put
things into perspective
for me.
— Tim Lake
freshman

Freshman Tim Lake said, "I
think that her message was
especially important since the
events of Sept. II. Racial protiling has become more evident since the attacks. The historical examples given by
I lelen put things into perspective lor me."
Zla ssidj I lew at JMU, you
have s epedsJ light to share."
/ia challenged each student to
make a positive difference with
that light.

Food for thought: Students express dining concerns
BY ALISON FARGO

contributing writer
Students concerned with
dining issues had the opportu
nity to voice their opinions t<>
the
Student
Government
Association Hood Services
Committee and Dining Services
(acuity at a food (orum
Thursday at 5 p.m in Warren
Hall's Airport Lounge.
"Tonight just really gave
students a chance for the dining administration to listen to
their concerns and hear an
answer right away," said sophomore Katie Zimmerman. SGA
chairperson for the Food
Services Committee
The main discussion topic
was having Fair Trade Coffee
options in different locations
around campus. Fair Trade
Coffee is grown on small family-owned farms and guarantees
decent living wages to the farmers according to the |ava City
News Web site

The topic was raised by three
students who went to Stephanie
I loshowcr, operations director for
dining services, with their request.
Juniors Mariana Bowling, Andrea
Morley and senior Stephen
Reynolds agreed that Fair Ir.ulr
Coffee should be offered because
of environmental issues.
"We drink so much coffee
that they've begun clear cutting areas to grow it and the
workers don't even get paid
enough to live," Bowling ntd
"Fair Trade Coffee would be
great as an option, and our job
now is to educate."
Dining services brought
three different types of Fair
Trade Java City blends for Mm
pling. After a vote, it was
agreed that both the light and
medium blends were favorites,
according to Zimmerman
These two flavors will now be
options at the Java City locations currently on campus at
Market One and the Festival.

Dwight Campbell. Taylor
Down Under location manager, said, "TDU is switching
from S&D to Java City brand
after Winter Break, and F'air
Trade Coffee will be an option
there as well."

-66Fair Trade Coffee
would be great as an
option, and our job now
is to educate.
— Mariana Bowling
junior

Other concerns raised at the
forum were requests for flavored lemonade at PC Dukes,
soy milk, raisins and mixed
greens at Mrs. Greens and new

cranberry sauce at the Festival,
"I think the torum was a
very good idea because it save
Student! .i chance S3 give their
input on the dining here," Benin Jen Weiss said
Students had also sent comKlaints to Zimmerman thai Dill dosed up too early William
Shields, director for Gibbons
Hall, said this should not be the
case and he will look into it
"Because they get Kick to us
(SGA) each week with their
answers. I guarantee that they
will do what they say,"
Zimmerman said. "It's my job
to ensure this "
Other students requested
double-punching privileges on
the weekends.
"Students really want to see
an answer, and the administration always provides a good
explanation if they can't do it,"
Weiss said.
The dining administration
turned this idea down.

"The main reason we don't k*t
you double punch on the weekends is because during the week
we understand you an* linn ted
on time with classes and all," said
Stephanie Hoshower, operations

director fat DMngSefvlcea "But
it's your choice on the weekends
it you're missing a meal "
Another suggestion was to
allow punches at all tunes
rather than just dinner time at
some dining places.
"Some locations fust don'I
have the capacity to feed based
on punches during lunch
because the facilities just can't
handle it," Hoshower said. "We
feed so many more people for
lundl than dinner."
All of the requests brought
up at the meeting an- eitlter
being looked into or have
at read v been established.
"The forum was very interesting and helpful,'' said Scott
I l.mlingham, member of the
SGA L>ining Services committee.

"I un thing will be looked into
lx\ ause .itter dist ussing things in
one meeting, I've seen changes
happen by the next meeting."

Student food requests
Flavored lemonade
at PC Dukes
Soy milk, raisins and
mixed greens
at Mrs. Greens
Mew cranberry sauce
al the Festival
Zimmerman encourages students: to contort her if they have
any concerns. She said her committee meets with the dining
administrators once a week to
discuss student dining issues.
"Thai's what we base our
concepts
on
feedback,"
Hoshower said. "It continues to
help us serve you better."
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Students seek insurance
Anthrax found at Howard U.
advice after Commons fire
BY JENNIFER CIMMINGS

The Hilhop

STVDBNTS.frnnptqel
policy, they should purchase
renter's insur.intv
She said the OCX ofRci
offers
renter's
insurance
brochures that include information about several local insurance companies and a mail-in
student property Insurant*
The mail-in insurance costs
range from approximately $30
.* V»\ir to $200 a year, according
to Maher.
"Most leases off campus do
not require students to purchase
renter's insurance, although one
local landlord will not allow
students to rent without it,"
Maher said.
"Property
managers do
encourage it in their property
handbooks or when students
are first signing leases but don't
require it. The rental property is
insured," she said "What students assume is that the property's insurance covers their
belongings too and that is just
not the case."
I umsden said, "When we
went to sign our lease, they
gave us a letter saying the
Commons is not responsible
for fire and natural dimttt
There are clauses in the lease
saying in case of fire and nat-

ural dtnstn iii.- t onunona is
not responsible And 10 they
send .i wttei home 10 youi parents advising than to get
Insurance or check Iheii home
owner's insurance."

-44At this point I'm still
compiling a list of
everything I lost.
— Jessica I.umsden
sophomore

-99
Maher said, "Along with
securing insurance, WC RK
ommend that students take
an inventory of their belonging*, copy it and send it to
their parents or someone not
living in your building to
keep in a safe place in case
of emergency."
In the (K I office, students
can obtain a Property 1m tntory
Porm from the I Inrrisonburg
Police Department to list all
major specific items, along with

make, model, serial number
and description.
It ,i student waits too long,
he or she might be forced to
do that inventory list after
everything is gone, .is is the
case of several of the former
Commons residents.
"My roommates are in the
process of tilling out the papa
work," Lumsden said. "We
have to list everything and
then insurance will pay for it. If
there's stuff that you lost and
you buy it, insurance will reimburse you. At this point I'm
still compiling a list of everything I lost."
Before the Commons fire
last Saturday, most students hadn't given much
consideration to insuring
their property
"I'm not sure that 1 do
have insurance for my apartment, which means 1 probably
don't,"
said
sophomore
Robvn Smith, who lives in an
off-campus apartment. "So
I'm going to take care of it
over Thanksgiving Break "
Maher said the OCL office is
available to answer any questions regarding insurance and
to help students discuss their
insurance needs

Howard University closed
eight mail facilities Monday,
Nov. 12, after traces of anthrax
spores were found at its main
in.uli." 'in over the weekend.
The mailroom is the first
n on -govern mental facility to
test positive for anthrax after
receiving contaminated mail
from the District's Brentwood
postal facility.
A sorting machine from the
mailroom, located on the
Administration
Building's
bottom level, tested positive
for anthrax. It was the only
sample out of 54 to yield positive test results.
Mail sorting facilities in
Meridian Hill Hall, Howard
Plaza Towers, Carver Hall,
Slowe Hall, in addition to facilities at the divinity and law
schools, were closed, but later
reopened after testing finished.
However, the main mailroom
was closed at Wednesday's
press time. It will remain
closed until testing is complete,
officials said.
Students were surprised
the potentially deadly bacteria hit so close to campus,
despite the discovery of
anthrax in 11 congressional
offices this week.
"This is kind of unsettling

that anthrax just keeps popping
up all over the place and no one
knows about it until someone
finds it," freshman Anthony
Gisby said.
The Brentwood facility is
the likely source of the spores.
University officials said. Four
postal workers contracted
anthrax after a letter mailed to
Senator Tom Daschle's Capitol
Hill office containing anthrax
spores was processed at the
facility. Two of the workers
died weeks ago and a third
remains hospitalized.
Many students questioned
the length of time the spores
have lived in the mailroom.
"It's almost been a month
since the people got it at the
[Brentwood] post office here in
D.C and they are just figuring
out that it may be here," sophomore Candice Roberts said. "I
don't feel very safe."
University spokeswoman
Donna Brock said the testing
would not greatly alter normal
functions at the Howard.
"We don't see this as a big dis
rupbon," Brock said in reports.
"We aren't dosing the university."
However, some students
believe that the problem is larger than University officials wish
to disclose.
"How can they assure us
that our mail didn't touch

some mail with anthrax on
it?"
freshman
Winston
Jamison said. "They won't
because they can't."
The anthrax presence at
r loward is one of several local
contamination cases. last week,
Capitol 11111 Senate and House
offices tested positive for
anthrax spores.
Over
the
weekend,
anthrax spores were found
in the offices of at least 11
senators with offices in the
Hart Senate Office building
and in the Longworth House
Office Building office of a
Maryland representative.
Clyde Cash, the assistant
vice president for Human
Resource Management, issued
a bulletin Tuesday advising all
students and employees to
continue the practice of using
plastic gloves and frequent
hand washing.
The notice ajso provided a
warning about potentially suspicious items in the mail.
Center for Disease Control
spokesperson
Cynthia
Glocker said Tuesday that the
university was following federal guidelines and is classified as low-risk.
University officials said
Tuesday that mailrooms will
remain closed until testing
is finished.

Have a happy and safe Thanksgiving!
The Breeze will return Thursday, Nov. 29

®TOYOTA
%^f

Celica—
The Inside Story

A

On the outside, it's easy io see that Celica is race-track
inspired. But the real e\< iw-menl is on the inside...undet the
hood. Take the Celica GT-S...Toyota worked with Yamaha to
build a 180 HP engine red lined at 7800 RPM...equipped it
with Variable Valve Timing with intelligence...a computer
that constantly monitors and retunes your engine for maximum performance...a cam with two sets o( lobes to provide

www.gettoyota.com

two ranges of valve lift and duration for more usable horsepower. There's direct ignition for greater reliability...

Driving a now loyola Is «■

iridium-tipped spark plugs for reduced maintenance...a

ti.< BUM now vour lovola dealer has a ipty i.il . oli«fli U'aduate
lin.iiK inn pioKram available Ihru Toyola f inane nil Services
that otters a lot of Krcal advantages.

stainless steel exhaust manifold...a water-cooled oil cooler.
And mated with Toyota's 4-speed electronically-controlled
automatic "Sportshift", you get transmission shift switches
on the steering wheel, just like formula 1 r,i< e < ars Sweet.

II ,"!■

So if you're within A months of graduation... or if you graduated
within the past Iwo y.-.Hs s.-i- your loyot.i dealer for details.

Working Out Without Equipment
Date: December 5
4:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Learn how maintain your workout when you
don't have a lot equipment available to you.

Underwater Florida:
The Manatee Trip
Date: January 2-5
Register by: November 30
Cost: 8290 JMU, 8310 Guest
Crystal River Florida is the destination
for this once in a lifetime experience.

For more information call X 8-8700 or
visit www.jmu.edu/recreation

Skiing Snowshoe

Date: December 1
5:00 am- 11:00 pm
Register by Nov. 26
Cost: 815 JMU, 820 Guest
Hit the slopes early at Snowshoe. UREC
provides the ride and you provide the rest.
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Fire safety questions addressed
HUE, frontpage}
be careful with what they do
with their smoking m.iU'ri.ils "
)vit Forbes, an owner of
LB&| limited, the company that
owns the Commons, South
View and Stone Gate apartments, said he feels the company couldn't have done anything
differently to prevent the fire
from occurring.
"Recently we put up fire
cans with sand in them outside
of each building in order to prevent people from just flicking
their cigarettes in the bushes. In
the future, we plan to maybe
use a fire-ret.irJ.int chanfcu on
the mulch outside of the buildings, and as of now we have
rvlra people watering the bushes," Forbes said. "This was a
bizarre incident, a freak occurrence coupled with dry weather
Someone made a bad decision,"
Smoke detectors within the
unit are checked four time- .i \ Ml
and also during maintenance
calls. If .i Miiok- detector is disconnected, it is reconnected dur-

ing these calls, FoftM Hid
"On Saturday, I saw dfsCOIV
nected smoke detectors. People
see them as a nuisance when
they bum their food and they go
Off, Shifflett said.
Several apartment complex
property managers in the area
said they think that their apartment buildings are up to code
and are safe.
"What's scary is that now
we're hearing th.it .i ugarette butt
caused this disaster," said Barry
keiiv.
v\et
president
of
Funkhouser rod AsMvi.ites, .i
company that owns several complexes and townhomes in the
area, including Hunters Ridge,
Madison Terrace, Madison Manor
and DukaGudm
Kelly, who slid that over the
years Funkhouser has had a
number of small fires caused by
the same problem, also thinks
that his company is doing whatever it can do to prevent
extreme An damage
"We use non-flammable
materials, have fire lanes and

smoke detectors. We used to
have fire extinguishers but people vandalized them. We get
inspected yearly and are up to
code. If the fire marshal! told us
of something we could do differently I'd most likely do it,"
Kelly said.
According to Marie Huitt,
property manager of South
View, several tenants are now
starting to ask questions about
renter's insurance.
"CXir tenants feel safe. Our
building is only a year old and
up to all codes. They now want
to know how to protect their
Bttlfl in case of an emergency,"
Huitt said
South View provides smoke
detectors and sprinklers in each
apartment, and Hunters Kidge
requires tenants to check their
deltn tors monthly to make sure
thm -.till work.
There are 20 questions students should ask before signing
l rental agreement, according to
the Campus Firewatch for the
National Association of State

Fire Marshals and the US Fire
Administration Web
site
http://wwu>.campus-firrwatch com.
Some questions include: Are
smoke alarms installed and working? How often are the smoke
alarms checked and batteries
changed? Are fire extinguishers
available and working? Is a sprinkler system installed? Is the building
regularly inspected by the kxral fire
department or college emergency
management office for safety?
Students should ask these
questions before signing a rental
agreement in order to better
understand the fire safety measures taken by apartment owners, according to the Web site.
The issue of safety is becoming
a major concern for students.
Sophomore
Courtney
McLaughlin said, "The whole
thing is really scary and makes
you think twice about moving
off campus. I drove by the
Commons, and 1 just couldn't
believe what I saw."
junior Julie Peck, an Ashby
resident, said, "We have smoke

detectors, but we don't personally check them. The Commons
fire has definitely made me
more aware of the fire risks in
our apartment. The other day I
checked the stove three times
after cooking because I kept
worrying that it wasn't completely shut off."
Junior Kim Dunaway, a
Commons resident, said, "As I
stood and watched the fire, I realized how easily it could have been
me, my apartment. I realized how
careless we all can be and I hope
everyone will make the extra
effort to remember fire hazards.
We now check the iron, hair dryers and curling irons and make
sure to rum our lights off before
leaving the house."
Junior Elizabeth Minter, who
lives in a house on Main Street,
said, "I think a lot of houses like
mine are not fireproof and need
to be made more so. I'm not
even sure if our fire alarms
work. I really don't feel safe in
our house. I feel it's the landlord's responsibility to make the

houses safe — check alarms and
wiring — and I haven't seen
much of that, even with the
recent fire."
JuniorCaitlin McBrair, who
lives in Forest Hills said, 'Our
maintenance
man
came
around and checked all of our
houses' alarms last week. I
feel safer knowing our management is looking out fat m,
especially in Forest Hills. With
all the people there on the
weekends, something as
seemingly harmless as a cigarette is a big risk,"
Junior Amie Close, who lives
in Foxhill, said, "We don't have
balconies and the house units
are pretty separated, so 1 don't
feel so nervous that something
like the Commons fire could
happen to us, but it still has
made me think more about fire
risks — like when I watch people toss their cigarette butts off
balconies and windows, it
makes me nervous."
-contributing writer I\miclic
Maupai contributed to this report

OCL gives tips to battle break-ins
OCL. from pm /
model, serial number and a
brief description of personal
belongings that may be burgla
ry targets. Boshart said the
main items to include are computers, stereos, televisions,
electronic games and DVD
players.
Chances of recovery are
much greater with these forms,
he said. "Not many burglars
are caught in the act," he said.
"Usually they are caught in
some other crime which leads
to their afreet lor ex.imple, if
we search a subsidized housing complex and find five computers, there is nothing we can
do unless we know the serial
numbers of the reported stolen
property."
Boshart said these forms

tan be picked up at the (XI.
office in Taylor 112, the leasing
office of each apartment complex or at the Uarrisonburg

-66Students think... it's
OK to leave their
sliding glass door
unlocked...
— Kurt Boshart
HPD licutcnanl

-*9
Police Department.
Other preventive meeeum
that students may take include
giving their house or apart

DM ml complex a "lived-in"
look, according to Boshart.
Setting timers for lights or
stopping mail while students
are away help residences not
appear vacant.
Crime Prevention Intern
and senior Amber Sauders, a
resident of Squire Hill
Apartments, said she always
uses common sense preventive
measures such as locking all
her doors and windows.
She said she also uses a
charley bar," which is an
object set in the track to prevent a sliding door or window from being opened even
if the lock is picked.
Laziness of the residents on
the second and third floors
combined with a false sense of
security may make them vulnerable targets because those

residents might be less apt to
lock doors and windows,
according to Boshart
"A lot of cases involve situations where the burglar has
climbed up the balcony and
into the unlocked door,"
Boshart said. "Students think
that because they live at a higher elevation, it's OK to leave
their sliding glass door
unlocked, but it is not OK."
Junior Kristy McClain said
she always informs her
neighbors when her town
house is going to be empty
for more than three days.
"My neighbors keep an eye
on my place when we are
away," she said.
She said the presence of
additional police and her
neighbors' help makes her
feel safer

Got News?
Call The Breeze and
share your story

x8-6699

"i care...do you?"

f §m mips

Bagels
& Deli
"A Unique Experience"

Happy
Thanksgiving!
Fresh Baked Bagels
Great Sandiuiches & Subs
Open 7 Dags at 6 a.m.

•"Monday Nov. 26th'*'
l-3pm Free, anonymous HIV testing, UHC
7-30pm, RU+'" REACh Peers, ISAT1302. passport
'Tuesday Nov. 27th***
"2:15pm, "Wnere do You Stand'' Brown Bag Lunch with
Cannie Campbell. Taylor 400. passport
•••Wednesday, Nov. 28tlv
12:15 Brown Bag Lunch: "HIV in the Valley". Taylor305, passport
6pm, Faculty Panel: "What is our responsibility to the
global AIDS epidemic?" snowker 105, passport
^•12.4-6, Free anonymous HIV testing UHC

TAKE BAGELS & MUFFINS
HOME FOR THANKSGIVING
BREAKFAST.

BUY 8 BAGELS
GET 2 FREE

2 MUFFINS

BUY
GET

1

AT HALF PRICE

'••Thursday, Nov. 29th"'
"Paint the town Red" Day show support, wear red!
3pm, Story sharing and Speakout Warren Loft
3-4 Free anonymous HIV testing UHC
■"Saturday Dec. 1st-"
i2pm. valley AIDS Network community Reception,
RMH cancer Center 4th Floor
2pm. AIDS Tribute Quilt Unveiling, the Quad,
I'M, Free anonymous HIV testing UHC
—All week"*
Wear an "I care...do you?" button or a red ribbon
Make a square for the AIDS Tribute Quilt.
Buy a red ribbon for the border of the Quilt in honor
of a special someone.
Volunteer or donate money for the valley AIDS Network,

BACON, EGG, AND CHEESE
REG.

$2.65

$1.99
Mr, J's on Rt. 33, will be open on Thanksqivinq from 6-11 am
Market Square East
1635-37 [.Market St
564.8416 .

Rockingham Square
1731 S. Hight St.
432.1386

Harmony Square
1741 Uirginia Hue.
442.1997
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"I don't see how any judge,
lawyer, jury or citizen of this
country can condone locking up a
12-year-old for the rest of
his natural life."

mim

JEFFREY CRETZ
junior
see column below

Student takes a look
at criminal justice

y^AH, IT'S Cor e\lewnut\(r
exxeFr me nifHeM SIMK.'
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TEXTBOOKS.
FROZeM FOODS,
^ARDeNlNff TOOL.S
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EDITORIAL

Bookstore to bring bounty of benefits
JMU is being given $4 rushes. Our pitiful selection
million and people aren't of school supplies, now conhappy about it.
strained by limited space,
The new JMU bookstore hardly offers any selection
is being paid for entirely by or variety.
Follet Higher Education
group, but according to the -«
Nov. 15 edition of The Breeze,
some students feel the current bookstore fulfills our
needs.
Junior
Jane
Lissenden said in the article zoo to cater to the
she never has had a problem with crowding in the
current bookstore. Junior
Jesson Zafar commented in
the story the current bookstore is in a convenient location and meets the needs of
the students. Circumstances
The PC Ballroom has
beg to differ.
long been the outlet for
Our current bookstore is rush periods for the booklikely less crowded because store. The immense lines in
it doesn't meet our needs. this overflow
location
Comparing our bookstore proves the need for a new
to those of other large state facility. With a bigger, perutmiTsities proves ours is manent bookstore, everylacking. Virginia Tech's thing always would be in
bookstore is several times one place, never leaving
larger than JMU's, while students guessing where to
Tech's student body is less buy or sell back books
than double ours. Its text- depending on the time of
book section is more compa- year. Also, the ballroom
rable in size to our entire needs to be available for
bookstore than to the tiny other functions during
textbook section that is not these weeks.
even adequate for the beginBusy times for the bookning and end of semester store include Homecoming

... the bookstore
becomes a virtual

souvenir needs of
those visiting.
-55 —

and Parents Weekend, not
to mention peak touring
dates. During these times,
the bookstore becomes a
virtual zoo to cater to the
souvenir needs of those visiting. A larger area for a
much better selection of Tshirts, mugs and the like
would facilitate the needs o(
souvenir-grubbing visitors
and spirited students tired
of the same limited selection
of university apparel.
Another concern of students is the placement of the
building itself. The elimination of tennis courts was an
unfortunate, but necessary,
move by the university. And
while the extra parking that
is available now will be consumed by the building, it is
adding to the growth of
campus across the tracks.
Recently, the parking
deck was constructed ana
the Parking Services office
relocated behind the stadium. The stadium itself has
plans to grow and the bookstore would be more accessible to football spectators.
Parking immediately outside the building makes it
an easy stop for visitors.
Not only is the idea for a
new bookstore convenient

Julie Sproesser
\mJIHIJ Capp
Christine Anderson
Richard Sakshaug
Lindsay Mani

Dans & Pals are submitted anon\miHisl\
and printed on a space-available basis
Submissions are based upon one person \
opinion of a given situation person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth

James David

record straight, I do not believe
the WWF is to blame for this
death
1 agree that Tate's total disrespect for another human's life
should not go unpunished.
Whether it's 10 years in a juvenile detention center, house
arrest, or even time in a psychiatric hospital, a boy in that
weakened state does not belong
in a full-scale adult prison —
especially for the rest of his life.
How will he be able to cope
with the monsters that reside in
some of these prisons?
Now, I would go into detail
about the damage caused to her
body, but it might ruin your
next meal. The scene is not pretty. Regardless, don't we all
think this society could use
someone like Tate to talk about
the dangers of TV programs,
the need for constant parental
supervision, ways to make
playtime fun and informative?
Can't we trust our society to
rehabilitate this boy? Obviously,
that is not the case,
The state legislature in
Florida, acting on some unthinkable conscience, thought it
wise to implement a law that
makes a 12-year-old able to face
life in prison without parole.
People, what's next? The possibility of juveniles facing death
penalty charges? I sure hope
not.
I understand that no crimi
nal justice system can be perfect. But I don't see how any
judge, lawyer, jury or citizen of
this country can condone locking up a 12 year-old for the rest
of his natural life. When he was
sentenced, he was 14. But, does
that
change
anything?
Fourteen, even by the most liberal standards, still is considered a juvenile.
I do not claim to know the
proper solution. I am merely a
college student who has a conscience. I am no expert in the
law and do not even fake the
notion thai I could diagnose
someone with a mental problem. However, I know what has
happened is wrong. As a civilized society, how can we charge
a child as an adult? Adults are
charged as adults We don't
durgeadufa as minors, and we
certainly shouldn't charge
minors as adults.
Tate, if he hasn't already, will
learn the difference between
right and wrong. I'll bank on
seeJVSTICE,page7

Pats

Email dans and/xits to brcc/cdp<#ho<rnail com

Terrence Nowlin
Irnmfrr Surl-ur
Danielle Potuto
KC Gardner
Travis Clingenpeel
Drew Wilson
Jeanine Gajewski
(ennifer Sikorski
Robert Natt
jane McHugh
Meghan Murphy
Kelly Archibald
Stephen Cembrinski
Sle Grainer

Pat...
An "I-think-you're-doing-great" pat to
the university and LB&J Limited for all that
has been done and still is being accomplished for the students of the Commons
building 891.
Sent in by a staff metnber wlto truly Itopes
the students from the complex appreciate what's
being done for them.

Dart...

Dart...
A "you-can-run-but you-can't-hide"
dart to the jerk in the gray Volvo with a now
broken tail light after hitting my truck
Friday night.
Front the truck's owner, who knows that the
obvious damage to your Swedish tank will make
you a little easier to find to pay for the repairs.

Pat...

Theresa Sullivan
Flip De I in «
Alan Neckowilz

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which Itave been gained by
reason and humanity over error and opjtro^wn
— lames Madison

EDITORIAL POLICY
The rxiitterdiion.il reflet t* the opinion of the editorial Kurd .»•• ■ *tv>le. .in.i It MM
netenanly the opinion of any individual it jff meinhct of A
l-litt-n.il Board:
Julie Sproester
F-ditoe

in location and space, but
facilities will make the
bookstore
experience
worthwhile. The article says
internet stations and reading areas will be available.
For entertainment, the "general books" department will
be the largest new department, according to John
Rheault, university bookstore director.
Because of the bookstore
move, prime space yet to be
assigned in Warren Hall will
be available for more offices or
organizations needing to be
centrally located on campus.
In the article, Rheault
said Follet would not
increase prices to offset costs
of building construction. It
depends on increased sales
to pay for the building.
Considering the new incentives and assured convenience, this will not be a difficult venture.
Remember, this venture
is free of cost to the university. Our tuition will not be
raised and we're not going
to pay more in student fees
for access to this greatly
needed facility. The new
bookstore undoubtedly will
benefit the university, its
students and visitors.

I think the crimin.il justice
system in our country is not
only insufficient, but also morally abhorrent. I only need one
case to prove this. It's as compelling as any case I've ever considered.
Last March, when most of us
were on some beach ir^ Florida
or Cancun sipping Marp.iril.is
and dancing 'til all hours of the
morning, Lionel Tate was sentenced to life in prison in
Florida. Not only was life in
prison bad enough, the
inescapable phrase "without
parole" was tacked on the end.
People are sentenced to life
in prison all the time. There is
nothing abhorrent about that. If
you do the crime, you have to
pay the time. Tate, however, was
a 12-year-old boy at the time of
his crime. I use the word boy on
purpose. As a boy, he is someone who lacks the social skills to
clearly distinguish between
right and wrong.
Now, let's just examine that
in itself. When I was 12 years
old, 1 was still learning to distinguish between right and wrong.
I knew back then that murder
was wrong, unquestionably.
But, then again, I come from a
good family who taught me the
difference between right and
wrong. I do not dare judge
whether Tate had a similar background, but 1 have to suspect it's
within the realm of possibility
that he does not come from the
same background that I am
lucky enough to come from.
The manner in which his victim was killed was not by a gun,
knife or poison. I don't believe
Tate had the gruesome intention
of murdering his victim. Tate
was "playing" with 6-year-old
Tiffany Eunkk, according to a
March 10 New York Times article
Granted, he was a lot stronger,
she was young and defenseless,
and his idea of play might have
been inappropriate. But, at the
time, he didn't see it that way.
He, in his distorted frame of
mind, thought no serious injury
would result from his ACtKM
I le had seen these moves on the
World Wrestling Federation
time and time again, according
to an MSNBC article, and at the
end of each fight, the wrestlers
got up and walked away —
every time. Tate was sentenced
to life in prison after bludgeoning Eunick to death in imitation
of these wrestling moves,
according to the Neiv York Hmtt
article Now, just to set the

Darts
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■JEFFREY CRETZ
LAND OF THE JUNGLE

New BooKS-roRe
REALLY HA>S IT A/l

THIS

NAH,

"Comparing our bookstore
to those of other large state
universities proves
ours is lacking."

Amanda Capp
Managing Editor

Terrence Moulin
Opinion Editor

Lctten to the editor d/umlj he no more than SCO words, column* *h> »ilJ he
ii" "ii re than 1000 wordt, and both will he poh|uhed on i *r>ce available
ban*. Thev muit he delivered to Trw B»«w hy noon Tuesday or 5 pm Friday.
TV Brtett reserve* the right to edit tt* clarity and ipace.
The opinion* in this section do not neccnartly reflect the opinion of the
newtpaper, rim naff, or fame* Madison Universe

A "would-you-like-me-to-send-a-fewreminders-each-week-to-your-e-mailinbox?" dart to all those at JMU who use
bulk e-mail to spread their information
Sent in by a student who refuses to eal hts
spam. Spreading information is what The
Breeze is for. you goons.

Pat...
A huge "you-totally-helped-me-out" pat
to Eric, the new and wonderful computer
Help Desk guy, for helping me register my
computer.
Sent in by a grateftd sophomore who is glad
there are people like you who are more titan willing to help others and is thankful to hair her AOL
Instant Messenger lifeline up-and-running.

A "thank-you-so-much" pal to the guy
who found and returned my wallet after
finding it on the Route 2 bus. We should be
so lucky to have more people in the world
like you.
Soil mbyanery reliard and grateful freshman glad la hair Ml wallel and ils contents back.

Dart...
A "mind-your-ownbusiness" dart to
the girl across the street for reporting us for
pet neglect before seeking the facts.
Sent in by the loving owners who feel that
leaxnng the cat out to play tvas reasonable and
that you Itaiv a lot of nerve.

MONDAY, NOV.

OPINION

WESLEY HEDGEPETH

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Human diversity not found in skin color
Affirmative action: it's one of
the most controversial ideas in
government today. By definition, according to Washington
Post
Metro
editor
Dan
Froomkim, "affirmative action
was born of the civil rights
movement three decades ago; it
calls for minorities and women
to be given special consideration in employment, education
and
contracting decisions.
Institutions with affirmative
action policies generally set
goals and
timetables
for
increased diversity and use
recruitment, set-asides and preference as ways of achieving
those goals."
When talking to the employees of the Office of Affirmative
Action at JMU, they told me
their mission was to assist
search committees as they
aggressively recruit and promote qualified females and
minorities to diversify the JMU
community. They sponsor programming which enhances and
promotes interpersonal communication and appreciation of
the humanistic attributes of the
various equity groups; they provide a place where people who
believe they have been subjected to harassment or other acts
of discrimination based on race,
color, national origin, gender,
age, veteran status, political
affiliation, sexual orientation or
disability may file a complaint
for an equitable resolution.
They also recommend programmatic changes for a "user-

friendly" campus — consistent
with the American With
Disabilities Act guidelines.
There are two very different
points of view on this issue. It
seems those who are affected in
a positive way by this seem to
be the majority of those who
agree with the program.
Conservatives, being against
affirmative action, see ending it
as a powerful political issue. In
the past few years, the Supreme
Court, which is said to be
stacked with Conservatives, has
made some decisions to limit
affirmative action. Republicans
also took up a passage in 19% of
a California ballot initiative
abolishing sexual and racial
preferences. Supporters of affirmative action seem to be forgetting that while their program
rewards the "discriminated
against" and "disadvantaged"
black student from suburbia, it
does absolutely nothing for the
truly disadvantaged Caucasian
child from the ghetto
A friend of mine once used
this analogy, formed from the
"Socrates is a man" argument:
"Racism is wrong. Affirmative
action MM"- r.iosnv Therefore,
affirmative action is wrong."
Even though this argument is
simple, few people are convinced by it, mainly because of
the unspoken clause that hangs
at the end of the premise. Many
advocates of affirmative action
claim that because white males
have had thousands of years of
dominance, use of affirmative

"\ am thankful for
Harry Potter and tap
class."

Heather Winterbottom
senior, English
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action just levels out the playing field. She also spoke to me
about the argument of diversity. Is diversity really found in
the color of someone's skin?
What really makes someone
diverse is who he or she is as a
person, where they come from,
what experiences they have
been through, what they
believe in, what talents and
capabilities they might have or
their potential.
Many conservatives view
affirmative action as a problem
because it does not address the
past
injustices that
have
occurred. If one looks closely at
our society, not all minorities
currently suffer from some past
m|ustice. Many are fine socially
and economically. This issue
also ignores the fact that many
white males could have been
bom into poverty and could
have been just as disadvantaged, but because they are
white they don't get special
privileges. Many conservatives
also believe that affirmative
action is "reverse-discrimination" by giving advantages to
one group of people and not the
other just because of their sex,
race, age, etc.
According to Froomkin,
"Affirmative action is the
nation's most ambitious attempt
to redress its long history of
r.uial and sexual discrimination." He says that supporters of
affirmative action say the playing field is not yet level and that
granting advantages to minori-

"The happy dancing
hula man in my car
— he knows how to
shakeil."

ties and women is more than
fair, given the hundreds of years
of discrimination that benefited
whites and men. He also says
that on average, colleges and
universities today hold anywhere from 10 percent to 25
percent of their spaces in admissions just for minorities, not to
mention the other 90 percent or
75 percent of places that might
not all go to white people. Does
that seem fair?
If you were a minority today,
wouldn't you feel like you
aren't as good as white people?
If you were told that you need
affirmative action to succeed in
the world, I don't think you
would like that one bit. It isn't
proving that you are as good as
white people; it is saying that
you're not as good, so you need
an extra boost. If I were a minority, I would not want to be second class here in the United
States, and that is what affirmative action makes minorities
seem like — second-class
Americans and no better.
Real human diversity is not
found in the color of one's skin
or the color of one's hair. This
country is made more diverse
because of everyone's individual personalities and backgrounds. Affirmative action
fails to recognize what real
human diversity is and will
never achieve the ends that the
supporters of the policy claim
to be seeking.

Wesley Hedgepeth is a freshman
political science major.

Firefighter offers thanks for assistance
To the Editor
A big thank you from the Harrisonburg Fire Department
to the students that helped to move the fire hose so that we
could move the fire trucks into better positions to fight the fire
at 891 Port Republic Road in the Commons Nov 11.
Lieutenant Mike Landis
fire inspector and investigator

Justice served?
JUSTICE, from page 6
that. But, do we need 60 years
of prison to teach him? 1
would hope he could learn
what he did was wrong in a
lot less than 60 years. Here is
the funny thing about this: if
you are convinced that this
boy will not be able to ever
realize that what he has done
is wrong, it only strengthens
my argument that he is in no
state to spend the rest of his
life in prison.
As a society, can we teach
him the differences between
right and wrong? Does he not
deserve a second chance at
life? In the movie "The
Replacements," the narrative

monologue says, "We got
what most people dream of —
a second chance." Tate is sitting in his cell begging for a
second chance. 1 think he is
entitled to that chance.
As much as I am for stricter
penalties and longer sentences, Tate is not the one we
should make an example of in
our quest to make our streets
safer. He is merely a young
boy who made a mistake and
will spend the rest of his natural life behind bars thinking
about it. That is, unless we do
something about it.

Jeffrey Cretz is a junior
SMAD major who is now considering going to law school.

"/ am thankful for
HOV lanes and
widemoulh cans."

CA/IPUS
^*"

Maria Monsalve
junior. SCOM

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

"1 thank goodness for
Chef Boyardee."

\SPOTLIOMT J

\
vamHuvmum,*.***

Lawrence Moller

Andrew Shallcross

juniori geology

senior, recreation management

Topic: What are you thankful for?
HtHMJJ^
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Alignment
Brakes
Mufflers
I
Shocks
i
Batteries
State Inspections \

434-5935

Inc.
Free Brake > <r | u
L or
jpecti
Inspection
i "r ■ » ' J
Oil
$15.00 Off
Change
Brake Job
Exp. 11/30/10
Exp 11/30/10
I

E Market St A1 Furnace Rd. Next lo Papa John's Pizza _

Use your
credit card!

I It's now a
j Breeze to place
: a classified ad.

Phone:568-6127.
Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: the_bree/.e@jmu.edu.

■

West Side Barber Shop
and Styling Salon

Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.

$6.00
Hair Cuts
Men & Women

the[edge],
then tell you to jump.

Walk-Ins
Walking Distance
from JMU
Route 3 Transit Bus Stop
Located in Front of Shop

we'll push you to

7 Barbers
2 Stylists

635 W Market St
Rte 33 W across from
Rockingham New Holland

442-6722

Sharon, Debbie, Crystal, Brenda,
and Nicole formerly of the Hair Corral

You know it's in you. The desire lo go farther To start where
others stop, tt's why you should consider Army R0TC. It's a
class where you'll lace unique challenges while developing
skills like how to think on your leet and be a good leader
Regular today And hold on tight.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take

•'

Sign tip now!

Contact Major Love at 568-3633
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HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — You're awesome this year. You'll quickly and effeclivelv use what
you know. What you don't know now, you'll learn. Manage your resources carefully
The money will tend to come in big lumps. Save what you can (or the lean times.
Somebody at home is pushing you to take action. That's uncomfortable sometimes,
but it keeps you going. You're empowered! Think BIG!
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
AT
Today is a 5 - Others have some^^M» thinn to offer Can you sit still
^^y long enough to let them bring it
to you? Can you let go of your
own agenda for a while?
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^fc* Today is a 7 - Somebody else is
vjBkK.illmg the shots and making the
6fy decisions. How can you gain
more respect? Get more education! This doesn't necessarily mean going
back to college. You can learn a lot
through books, tapes and seminars.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
^ ^ Today is a 5 - The trend continfjyff ues Wise shopping puts more
fR\ m*>ney in your pocket. It's like
that all the time, but even more
so right now. The information is available. Ask a co-worker.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 9 - This is a wonderful
V day for signing contracts, entering into new partnerships and
getting married True, it's a good
day for doing business, but there's a
strong sense of romaine. especially for
you. Schedule accordingly.

^ -v Today is a 5 - Proceed with cau^^M' tion All is not .is it appears, and
^[^1 your worst fears could be giving
you a clue. Think about what
you want least then take measures to
prevent it from happening. Watch your
diet, too.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 Nov. 21)
If «_> ll Today is an 8 - New information
: helps push you toward success.
This new data or skill gives you
just the boost you need. Don't
procrastinate. If you haven't found anything helpful yet, keep looking!
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
a^ Today is a 5 - Want to make a
jjK wise investment? Buy food.
(^^ Stock in food producers, grocery
stores and restaurants should do
well, too.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jart. 19)
Today is an 8 - You're a take■£L
charge person, which is obvious
fAdr "8^' now You're not only powl^w erful, but you're empowering.
You're giving someone else the confidence to shine.

R Today is a 5 - Nobody promised
you a rose garden, but you could
win a horseshoe made of roses,
or a bouquet with a dozen longstemmed roses. You're headed for the
victory circle, so don't let up. The ne»t
few days make the difference.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)

Virgo (Aug. 23-SepL 22)

$JMi
■
"V^nl you've acquired as a volunteer
Today is an 8 Take the ski||s

use them in «i business setting. You'll increase your status.
Your ability to set priorities and meet
deadlines is awesome. Make sure your
boss knows it.
MU\

£5;

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

!AM

Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22)
Today is a 5 - You're starting to
L gain more recognition, but is it
' interfering with your private
life? You're the expert at finding
a healthy balance Right now, that might
moan stealing a few private moments
before getting back into the fray.

-». Today is an 8 - You hate being
(t ^|| strict with the ones you love, but
.^F sometimes it's necessary. Tell
them to follow the rules or be
prepared to pay the consequences.
—Tribune Media Services

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Stray dogs
6 The _ Office
10 Sketch

14 Not savvy
15 Pre-stereo
sound system
16 Paella base
17 Tuscany tourist
city
18 Feed the pot
19 Baddieof lore
20 Some crystal
glasses
22 Ran out
24 Author Tyler
25 State of mind
26 Unwrapped
29 Maine
33 Periphery
34 Ornamentation
36 More than
willing
37 Rum cake
39 Sub detector
41 Engagement

1

66 Scorch
67 Stallion's mate
68 Count (on)
69 Smooth and
silky
DOWN
Tousle, as hair
Component
piece
"Of _ I Sing"
Inhabitant of

Oz

A

3

5

7

|
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21

m
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11

36
43

13

,

23
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30

I1
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39
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"
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28

33

53

1

9

'

17

26

8

"

14

42 Passive

44 Relate with a
bias
46 Brooch
47 Bullfighter
49 Count (on)
51 Pavarotti
specialty
52 "Star Wars"
knight
53 Team animal
56 Threshold
60 Suggestion
beginning?
61 Flag down
63 Chopin piece
64 Dry
65 List-shortening
abbr.

2

52

-

55

56

57

1 1
61

62

58

59

63

65

«...

68

m

SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:

5
6
7
8

Produced roe
Chicago hub
Clinging plant
Away from the
prow
9 Hideout
10 Kind of
gorgeous
11 Tractor-trailers
12 Farm plot
13 Undesirable
plant
21 Chilean range
23 Top-notch
25 Fable's lesson
26 Planetary path
27 Fats Waller's
instrument
28 Glowing coal
29 Contributor
30 Slack-jawed
31 Become
permanent
32 Prevailing force
35 Hot drink
38 30% of a
phone number
40 Broncobusters'
show
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43 Poi source
45 Change one's
clothes
48 Be nervously
irresolute
50 Flower part
52 Like Santa
53 Address for a
lady
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54 Pervading
atmosphere

55 Move about

56 Rotary-phone
feature
57 Melody
58 Border
59 Sneak a look
62 Nibbled on

Happy Thanksgiving
From the staff at Sunchase!
• 4 Bedroom/ 4 Bath luxury
apartments

1

Large kitchens fully equipped
with modern appliances
Extra Capacity Washers &
Dryers in every apartment!

Awesome Clubhouse with
large screen TV, DVD, P00I&
Fooseball tables
State-of-the-art Business and
Fitness Centers
Olympic Size swimming pool

(Located off Neff Avenue
on Sunchase Drive)

j=t Leases available for Spring Semester!
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The Harrisonburg Transit recently celebrated its 25th anniversary;
students remember their memorable moments of riding around town
Story by contributing writer Rebekah Porter
Art bt staff artist Jody Worthington

"Left get on
number 11 guys,
1 heard there's a
station party in

Aahtn *

Mike Watt
senior, psychology

"This guy stood up right in
front of me and his boxers
were bunched up sticking out
of his zipper."
BethKatcher
senior, psychology

"One time at the Showker bus
stop, a student didn't want to
wait in her car, so she drove
up on the sidewalk and went
around the bus."
Leon Shirfcey
bus driver

"Once I ran and slid on my
stomach down the whole aisle
and everyone cheered."

Jacob Bebar
senior, marketing
MM K> <l\\iH\\lJ«,illi>hi*>ttrupher

'That one i
packed! Shnuk
we try to push ,
our way on?" ■
Similarly, /
art majors
living in
Chesapeake,
commuters
WIK> have
abandoned the
idea of on<amput parking and
nesllllWll in desperate need of
Wal-Mart essentials all id) on

the oanfemencs
of the
I iarrisonburg
Iransit.

IMU students
are no strangers
to these scenes.
Prom students
eagerly awaiting
the arrival of the
bus on weekend
nights to nervous-"
!y hoping the bus will drop them off in
time for class the following Monday, the
I Iarrisonburg Transit is a big part of life
at |MU.
Tile I Iarrisonburg Transit system celebrated its 25th anniversary on Nov. 16.
The buses have been serving JMU for 18
of those years. Students riding the bus this past Friday
axvived amimemorativt l-shirts. axilercups, magnets, letter openers, pencils and rulers.
"V\e wanted to increase awareness and thank our
passengers" Transit Dire* tor Reggie Smith said.
Smith has been director of the transit system
Since it began in 1976 with 10 taxis. In 1979. two
buses were added and the system averaged 200 pasBtngen per day. It has matured since to 90 buses,
vans and trolleys, which transport 7,000 to 9,000
people daily.
With the construction of new apartment complexes end me expansion of CIS AT, this year's ridership is estimated to increase by roughly 1,000 students per day, according to the I larrisonburg
Department of Public Transportation Ueh site
. 'ulfitAom).
In the fall of 1982, JMU signed its first contract
with the 1IDIT for $100,000 Its main purpose was
to provide transportation to campus for students living in Bud Doll apartments on Colonial Drive and in
I loward Johnsons, which had become a permanent
|\1I housing fixture Hie buses averaged 1,400 ptS
sengers daily.
Few changes wen- made in the routes until 1989
when focus was placed on what is referred to as
"The Mill"
the inclined section of Port Republic
Road that includes Hunters Ridge, Squire Hill and
Ashb\ Crossing.
I nviously, |MU had provided bus service only for
resident students. \ consultant was hired lo study the

system
and
plan a cooperative scheme that facilitated commuter students, resident students and citizens of
Harrisonburg. The
outcome of this
redesign placed Godwin Mall as the
main transfer point ami the basic
arrangement under which the system operates
todav. Dail\ passengers soared to roughh 4,000
people per day during the 1989-90 year.
The Harrisonburg Transit system and its
ridership have grown considerably in the past
11 years. Construction on the other side of
Interstate 81 has surged and a multitude of student apartment complexes such as South View
and SunChase have been added to the mix. At
present, the city operates 15 day routes when
JMU is in session, 6 routes during May and
summer sessions and 5 mutts during August.
The convenience of tlie bus system is somewhat unique to JMU "Systems vary, but I am
proud of what we do, especially fur what our
operating costs are," Smith said.
JMU students seem satisfied with the system
and many students have memorable bus expediences to speak of.
During sophomore Brandi Wright's
freshman year, she and her nxtmate Kid an
intense craving for chocolate-peanut butter ice
cream from Kline's Dairy Bar. Because neither
if them had access to a car, they got on a bus
and asked the driver to drop them off at the
closest point to Kline's along his route.
"Since we were the only people on the bus, the
driver said that if we came with him on some
errands, he would take us to Kline's," Wright said.
"So we went with him to go pick up his check and
then he dropped us off right in front. People waiting
in line saw us and were so impressed that we rerouted the bus to get ice cream that they offered to drive
us home."
Junior Diana Smith fondly remembers a football
Elayer singing Madonna's "Like a Virgin" on one of
■r bus trips.
In a similar situation, bus driver Aaron SmithWalter recalls a night ltc was driving the Saturday
night party bus. "Seven minutes of singing 'You've
Lost That Loving Feeling,' I was going nuts,' he said
Some people have to learn about public transportation the hard way. List year, sophomore
Megan Carney attempted to take the bus to WalMart to pick up a prescription for her strep throat.
When Wal-Mart couldn't fill her request, she was
redirected to CVS. However, the bus never came
back to CVS that day.
"I had a 103 degree fever and I had to walk
back to Eagle Hall," Carney said. "The whole
experience took four hours. It was traumatic. I
haven't ridden the bus since."
With free rides from Burruss Mall to the
Modular Building and a system that makes partyhopping a science, the Harrisonburg Transit is a
undue aspect of JMU life.
i
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Apply To Be An
Ration Program Assi^
Picture vourself here1

Vr

"

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY*
ALUMNI CHAPTER OF METRO WASHINGTON

Friday, Jan. A, 2002
1 O a.m. - A p.m.
at the Virginia Tech/ITA Northern Virginia Center
7054 Haycock Road. Falls Church. VA 22043
The JMl Alumni Chapter of Metro Washington is hosting its second
annual Job Fair. Students, this is your opportunity to reach the nation's
lop employers! Participate by submitting your resume for inclusion in the
employer's resume CD and then attend the Job Fair for FRKF!
Ml JMU Oneirtalmi Pngnm Asustails

REGISTRATION

Here s what former OPAs have said about their experience
• "lam not o/shy as I thought I was. I can lead."

Step 1
Prepare your electronic resume according to the following guidelines One resume per
participant. Resume files should be named according to the following convention:
lastnanie_Firsui;uue_mmdd>y |extension|. (i.e. Woods_Tigcr_09llOI.»pd) Resumes
mast he submitted electronically as an e-mail attached Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, or
Adobe Acrobat file.

• "This was the best summer of my life. To know you mace a genuine impact on someone.. that's amazing. And, I mode some of the best friends of my life."
• "Every day of this job I fell in love with JMU even more'
• "We were 24 diverse, enthusiastic people, working towards a common goal, who achieved
incredible things."

Step 2
I-mail your resume to jobfair@alumni.imu.edu by 5p.m., Friday, December
14, 2001. Please indicate in the text of your e-mail that vou are a student, and if you
will be attending the Job fair. (Vou are welcome to submit your resume regardless of
attendance at [he Job Fair!)

Moke a difference in the lives of first year students.
Take your leadership skills to the next level
Enjoy bard but rewarding work
Apply to be an OPA!

Step 3
tome out to the Job Fair on January i, 2002, at die Virginia Tech/IAA Northern Virginia
Center. "054 Haycock Road, Falls Church, VA (near W Falls Church Metro Station)

tor more details or lo see a current list of participating employers visit:

ivww.jmti.edu/alumni/jobfair

OPA applications are available beginning Monday, November 19"1.
Review of applications will begin on Tuesday, January 22™
To get an application, go to www jmu edu/orientotion. stop in Wilson 215. or attend an information
session (November 29,5:00pm in Taylor 304; check website for dates of January information sessions)
Questions? So to www jmu edu/orientotion, call 568-1787, or email orientation© imu edu.

at Stone Gate on November 29th
from 5 - 8 pm
GRAND PRIZE:
RCI Vacation and $300 spending $

Runner Up: $100 cash

SPOTS LIMITED!
Register early at Stone Gate, call 442-4496 for details
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons ■
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

1

t .. It .

M* ^ngt^^^^^^^^^^ww

Stone Gate

u

."•,LI "■ «,■-«A South View " n "'
*

,

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-s:3o pm
Sat & Sun i2pm-4 pm
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i- Blood thirsty?
Anne Rice's new vampire
novel hits and misses at
the same time.
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"I am an avid supporter of
the thong."
FASHION CADET NO.

Pact 12

2

See «tory below

THE DOCTOR
IS IN . . .
Guitarist Doc Watson captures musical vision:
Traditional bluegrass that's still young at heart
BY MIKE CROWLEY

contributing writer
As technological advances continue to transform a new generation of
music, it is always refreshing to
reflect upon music that helped
inspire today's up-and-coming musicians. Guitarist Doc Watson is one of
those musicians and Saturday night
he gave JMU a breath of fresh air with
his bluegrass performance in a
packed Wilson Hall Auditorium.
The 78-year-old Watson shulnVd
onto the stage with his grandson and
fellow band member. Richard, by his
side. Watson is one of the oldest members of the bluegrass circuit still performing.
He has influenced many of the
finest players of the day including
guitarist Tony Rice and mandolin
player David Grisman. Watson is
credited with being one of the biggest
guitar figures in bluegrass and folk
music with a style is reminiscent of
many early 20th century blues men.
Despite his age, Watson's performance reiterated that the key to
living a fruitful life lies in slaying
young at heart.
"Doc is like a fine wine. He simply gets better with age," SMAD
Professor George Johnson said at
the show.
One might not be able to tell
from his lightning-fast guitar
work, but Watson has been blind

since he was a child.
Watson began the show in the
simplest form, just him and his guitar. His soothing voice and lighthearted lyrics were gentle to listeners' ears. Most audience members
eased back into their chairs for a
night of intimate musical pleasure.
The vast majority of the crowd con-

-66When everything
sounds nice. ..it really
helps people to have a
good time and
understand what you're
trying to do.
— Doc Watson
guitarist
sisted of older bluegrass fans,
Harrisonburg locals and many JMU
faculty members. The reaction after
each song was always enthusiastic
and energetic and many students
made their voices heard.
Watson welcomed Richard on
stage to accompany him on an
array of blues songs, giving each of
them an opportunity to show off

their soloing capabilities. Watson's
guitar work on each song was
remarkably fast and executed with
flawless precision. Richard complemented Watson's playing with
quiet, unhurried solos and kept
perfect rhythm when it was his
grandfather's turn.
Watson supported the lyrics of his
songs with thick, full chords as he
simultaneously thumbed a pulsing
bass line. At the end of each verse he
whipped off a quick melodic riff to fill
in the gap.
Watson explained the origin of
each song prior to launching into it
without hesitation. Half way
through the set, the talented guitar
player and vocalist. Jack Lawerence,
replaced Watson's grandson.
Lawerence, an exemplary musician, enabled Watson to delve into
more complex and technical music.
They played a number of highly
charged instrumentals known
commonly as "flat-picking" tunes,
trading off solos at an alarming
speed. Watson slowed the pace of
the show from time to time by
playing a wide array of love songs,
what he refers to as "courtin'
tunes."
"When everything sounds nice,
like it did tonight, it really helps people to have a good time and understand what you're trying to do,"
Watson said after the show.

wnenaf FOLKLORE PRO

Guitarist Doc Watson, known for his exceptional musical talent, performed in
Wilson Hall Saturday night.

Wizard wins

Emotion motions
was different to see the dancers
style editor
so close."
Imagination and emotion
"Action Reaction" was folwere put into motion as students lowed by a spirited Irish step
pushed the limits of creative dance, "This is Sirius, Falling for
vision in "Splattered Bounds," Charlotte," choreographed and
performed by junior Emily
the student dance concert.
"Splattered Bounds," a col- Oleson. Oleson displayed rapid
lection of 14 student-choreo- leg movements and impressive
graphed, student-performed upper body control. Her choice
pieces was presented Thursday of a simple burgundy costume
understated
lighting
through Saturday in Godwin and
allowed the viewer to focus on
Hall Studio Theater 355.
Diversity was a key element the intricacy of her step
"Groove." an upbeat jazzy
of the concert, as the mood and
genre of dance ran the gamut, combination choreographed by
including elements of modem, senior Lauren Spivey and senior
Alicia White, let the dancers'
jazz, Irish step and hip hop.
The concert's opening piece, enthusiasm shine. The discor"Action Reaction," choreo- dant costumes detracted from
graphed by senior Pedro Batista, the stage organization, but the
focused on the interactions bold, bright colors matched the
between si* dancers. Simple cos- attitude of the piece well.
tuming consisting of contrasting Energy oozed from the attitude
colors paired with soft red light- leaps and freestyle elements,
ing set to the electronic beats of although group sequences were
"Yabu" by Mickey Hart, suited slightly unsynchronized.
"The movement in 'Groove'
the barrell turns, falls and cartwas great, along with the use of
wheels of the dancers.
"The proximity of the different levels and covering
dancers' bodies stood out," the stage space well," audience
Beazer said. "Especially in member, junior Jada Beazer
American culture where we all said. "The music selection fit
have our own personal space, it the piece."

'Harry' lives up to the hype

BY JENNIFER SURFACE

BY CHRIS KULIK

DAVE KlM/ituJJpholoicmphe'

From left to right, senior Casey Blake, sophomore Sara Mlsltl
and senior Lauren Glbbs perform In "Splattered Bound*."
A dramatic iazzy
jazzy duet, and ended the piece with a
and
seemingly
"Movin' On" expressed the beautiful
emotions of male/female rela- effortless lift.
Senior Susan Kim said, "The
tionships. Choreographed and
danced by sophomore Esther lighting was well-designed. The
Gertin and freshman Mike way it matched each piece and
Fusco, the piece was set to hit the dancers' bodies accentusimple yet strong music. ated the mood."
Non-student
Anthony
Gertin aptly communicated
the message of vocalist Nina Ervin said, "In the duet, the
Storey in "No Man" in her dancers did a good job of
indecisive, sweeping move- playing off each other."
The wide variety of student
ments and attitude on stage.
made
Fusco, too, impressed viewers choreography
"Splattered
Bounds" an engagwith his engaging stage presing
collection
of
originality
and
cence. The couple performed
impressive partnering work expression in motion.

Campus fashion cadets on patrol
I'm back on the fashioncrime scene and I brought backup. They've got me covered —
and they are hoping to cover
you in some better clothes.
"Hmmm" is the word, and
my new way of talking about
l.i,Man has caught on.
For those of you who are
new let me bring you up to
9peed. Remember that song:
"Things that make you go
'hmmm'?" When I look at a
crappy outfit, I just go
"hmmm" and that covers
everything I am feeling without
saying one disparaging word.
It's a nicer way of talking about
fashion crimes.
I asked students to e-mail me
at a_fashion_nado@yahoo.com so

that we could rehabilitate fashion-crime offenders. My call
yielded an overwhelming
response. OK, in all honesty, six
people e-mailed me, but they
had a lot to share. To my new
fashion cadets, the station and I
say thanks. For everyone else,
read these reports from two
cadets and adjust as necessary.
Cadet No. 1 starts her report
with UREC fashion violations:
"Girls who go to UREC with

was unseasonably warm
however this is no excuse to bust
out the tube tops and hot pants
again. I don't care if it's 75
degrees out there because there
is such a thing as 'seasonally
appropriate clothing.'
'T-shirt sweaters make me
go 'hmmm' What the he|ck) is
up with that? You can have
either a T-shirt or a sweater, but
not both. Especially not in chenille. Enough said.
"I am an avid supporter ol
the thong. I believe that thongs
HI .in essential undergarment
that is the foundation of many a
tight pant or skirt outfits but the
key word here is undergarment.
I saw so many girls with their
by senior writer
thongs hanging all the way out
James David
of their pants this weekend.
Well. Cadet No. 1, the report Note to all women: this is not
has been filed and I am on the sexy. If you are a guy and think
case. I say people should always this is sexy, you are probably
remember that the most unfash- one of those guys who wears
ionable thing is an unkind atti- soccer shorts instead of undertude. Readers keep in mind that wear ... another totally different
good clothes go far, but inner- topic altogether. "
Cadet No. 2, you have
ugline,ss always detracts and
brought to my attention so
always shines through.
Cadet No. 2's report starts many issues. For now, I will
out with weather-appropriate focus on the thong.
An inside source told me
clothing: "I know the weather

perfect hair and makeup make
me go 'hmmm.' Do they not
expect to get sweaty and nasty?
"Most of all, could you give
some tips to the so-called fashion
police in SGA who go out of their
way to hurt people?"(We'vc
.ilr.-.nly received word at the station on the existence of the SGA
fashion police.)

that showing your thong is all
the rage. Cadet No. 2's report
reminded of the Sisquo "Thong
Song." When Sbquo lingl I (I
me see that thong," I wonder if
he meant: "Let me see that thong
as it rides up your butt;" or "Let
me see that thong on my bedroom floor."
What did Sisquo man? Wimay never know. wMch il -i
shame because I believe the
answer on thong-wearing protocol lies in that song.
Please note, not all the views
expressed in this column are
concordant to my views, but
there is always room for diverse
opinions at A-fashion-nado's
fashion table.
My advice for the week:
Im.j in drawstring pants
before Thursday to adjust to
your expanding bellv liM
This is one of the few holidays
were function overrides fashion, so enjoy.
TV dictionary describes fashion as
"that which looks nice to wear." Hi,
I'm lames David and this
Thanksgiving I am thankful tor
many blessings. Most of all. I am
thankful for the end cf cargo pants

contributing writer
The
most
anticipated
motion picture of the year was
released this weekend, and it's
no big surprise that this film is
threatening to become the top
grossing film of the year in
ticket sales.
Fans of J.K. Rowling's fantasy novels flocked to theaters to see the big-screen
adaptation of the first novel
in the Harry Potter series,
"Harry
Potter and
the
Sorcerer's Stone."
Even those who aren't
familiar with the young wizard's adventures can savor
this wondrous, deliberately
long but dazzling film.
Harry Potter is an 11year-old boy living in
Surrey, England who ju9t
happens to be a wizard,
though he is not aware of his
magical capabilities. His
parents (also wizards) were
killed
while
protecting
infant Harry from the evil
Lord Voldemort. Harry was
taken at a young age to live
with his aunt and uncle,
who refuse to believe in
magic and mysticism.
One day, however, Harry
meets the mysterious Rubues
Hagrid (Robbie Collrane)
who escorts him to the
Hogwarts
School
of
Witchcraft and Wizardry.
Harry, being the only survivor
of Voldemort's wrath, i- .i
celebrity of sorts in the wizarding world, a fact he wasn't
,'\ in .nvarc of until his acceptance to Hogwarts.
The meticulously produced, aggressively marketed Warner Bros, film has
spectacular scenes, ranging
from Diagon Alley, a wind
ing maze of shops where
Hagrid takes Harry to get
school supplies (there is a
shop thats sells wands from
345 B.C.). to a Quidditch
match, which is a cross
between rugby and soccer
played on broomsticks. The
imagination and wonder of
the film does not stop there.
Viewers are transported to
a world where owls are mail
carriers and three-headed
dogs exist. Some may consider the special effects eye
candy,
but
production
designers and the special
effects team have succeeded

"HARRY POTTER AND THE
SORCERER'S STONE"
STARRING:
DANIEL RADCLIFFE
AND EMMA WATSON
RATED: PG
•
RUNNING TIME:
142 MINUTES

in making an original world of imagination.
Director Chris Columbus,
who made such films as
"Adventures in Babysitting."
"Home Alone" and "Mrs.
Doubtfire," and screenwriter
Steve Kloves (who received
an Oscar nomination for
"Wonder Boys" with Michael
Douglas), were determined
to adapt the beloved book to
the screen with every intention of being as accurate as
possible for the sake of Potter
fans everywhere.
Newcomer
Daniel
Radcliffe looks the part of
Harry Potter in every way,
and he gives a performance
that is both sincere and
believable. Radcliffe i9 sur- rounded by a strong supporting cast which includes"
Academy
Award-winner
Maggie Smith, who's perfect
as
the strict Professor
McGonagall.
Other noleable actors
include Robbie ColtniM,
Alan Rickman. John Hurt,;
Warwick Davis and newcom-;
ers Rupert Grint and Emma
Watson play Harry's closest
friends, Ron Weasley and
Hermoine Granger.
Columbus, Kloves and most
of the actors are currently work-;
ing on the second film, "Harry ;
Potter and the Chamber of;
Secrets," which is set for release"
on Nov. 15. 2002. Although the
movie is long, there truly is real
movie magic at work here.
»
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-InI* O.A.S.I.S. gallon: Introduction lo Painting on Silk - Tue..
Icall O.A.S.I.S. for more info
I * Zirkle House Galleries: Graduate Show in Artworks Gallery.
■ Other Gallon and New Image Gallon - Mon.-Thu. noon-5
Ip.m., Fri. &Sat. noon 4 p n.
I * Sawhill Gallery: 'Invisible and Timely: Selected Audio Works
[by Vito Acconci" - Mon.-Tue.. 10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., free
[* Study Center for Art and World Center, Carrier Library, all
I day, free

— 13)0* —
I* JMU Chamber Ensemble: Anthony-Set-Re r auditorium. Mon..
■8 p.m., free
1* Visiting Scholar Lecture: Mark Fonder. Mon, 4:30 p.m.,
IMusk Building room 142. free
I* JMU Faculty Concert: Emmanuel Episcopal Church. M.m <>
Ip.m., free
,
I* TDU Open Mk Nite. TDU Stage. Tue.. 7- 10 p.m.. free

-31&&W *" D&n<$—
I* Dance F.vents "Winter Ball." Godwin 356, Sun . 7 - 9:30
Ip.m.: tickets S3 gen/$2 JAC

—Plovies—
I* Grafton Stovall Theatre: No movies due toThanLst;i\ \\\-i

I Break
I* Regal Cinemas 14: "13 Ghosts," "Domestic Disturbance."
'Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone." "Heist," "K-PAX," "Ufc
las a House." "Monsters, Inc.." The One." "Serendipity,"
|"Shalloiv Hal." S5 before 6 p.m., $7-*5 after. Call 434-7661

STYU

'Blood and Gold' glorifies the vampire
On the hardcover dust jacket
is a detail of a Boticelli printing
"Venus and Mars." A rom.mti
t.illv painted Mars reclines on
the >;r.iss, his eves closed, mouth
slightly open ;ts il enr.iprured in
,1 kltcim or merely stunned by
the beauty of Venus who lies
across from him. Regardless of
the reason. Mars, like M.irius
the hero of Anne Rice's latest
vampirrihroiiklt', is a man governed by emotions such as love,
lute, desire and anger. Indeed,
art and beauty are of great
importance in "Blood and Gold"
MM ■ vampire's life, most certainly that of the millennia -old
Manus, .■ rl.unly mimics both.
Rice writes vampires like no
other writer As attested to in her
previous novels (the batt ol
uhi.ii arc Interview with the
Vampire" and "The Vampire
Lestat"), her blood drinkers are
not mindless fiends who stalk
the shadows and kill al every
whim Rices vampires arc
trapped in eternity; they are clasBftOH, romantic beings and it can
be argued that they are more
human than Rice's mortal characters. Her vampim worship
beauty over blood. This is where
Maiim enters the scene His
story has been told in previous
books, hut "Blood and Gold" is a
Btand-akmebook devoting nearly 500 pages to his hie
It begins in Imperial Rome
H hem uH lenstOf is stolen away
in the prime of his life and sacn
Hoed to the God of the Grove, an
ancient vampire deity who
turns Marius into his replacement Martin flees his "kingdom"
and
subsequently
becomes the caretaker for the
Mother and
the Father.
According to Rice lore, the

Mother and the Father are
Akasha and Enkil, ancient
Egyptian rulers who are the
original vampires and in whom
the lives of all other vampires
subside. It is for this reason —
the protection of the species —
that Marius become the sole
guardian of Akasha and Enkil,
carrying them across ancient

All Things
Literary
by senior writer
Zak Salih
Europe and hiding them away
in lavish tombs where he periodically drinks of their blood
and worships them like gods.
Rice paints Marius as an
honorable and trustworthy narrator. I le is also a father figure,
both to his children Amadeo
and Bianca and to the other
elder vampires he meets
throughout the novel. Marius is
the Kofi Anan and the Professor
X of the vampire world: a sage
and, more importantly, a leader.
Yet what makes "Blood and
Gold" one of the most decent
novels to be published this fall
by a popular novelist is its rich
journey through history. Rice is
in love with her characters and
her wnhng style, though given
to bouts of sentimentality and
romanticism that a modern
reader might find hard to swallow, is filled with lush descrip-

HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC
Daniel G. Winner, M.D.
Louis E. Nelson, M.D.

C. Larry Whittcn, M.D.
Herbert B. Bing, M.D.

tions of cities and eras long
gone She crafts her novel like a
painting, using small sentences
and paragraphs to turn whole
chapters into artwork. It is art
that captivates Marius and
makes his eternal existence
seem worthwhile.
There is an intriguing interlude in Renaissance Florence

GRILL
l

Phone:
(540)434-3831
(800)545-3348

Celebrate the
Holidays at Mill
Street Grill...

1 Mill Street,
Staunton, VA

Call Now to Book Your
Christmas Eve Dinner

Ask about our
new extended hours

fiiflici

-> Mill5treet

M. Catherine Slushcr, M.D.
Sherry L. Driver, F.N.P.

WELCOMES
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. AND JASOS K. GENTRY, M.D.

where the ancient vampire
meets the painter Sandro
Bobcelli and is tormented as to
whether he should him the
artist into a vampire to preserve
his artistic vision for eternity.
Rice writes through Marius that
Boticelli "would go on painting;
he would have the Blood and his
painting would be unparalleled.
Me would live forever with his
talent — this humble man of
some forty years who was grateful for a mere purse of gold —
this humble man who had done
the exquisite Christ I stared al,
his head thrown back in the
hand of Mary, whose eyes were
pressed to his mouth."
Plotting, however, is one of
the downfalls of this chronicle.
Bookend chapters enhtled "The
Listener" are meaningless
accounts of Thorne, an ancient
vampire who listens to Marius'

story. The last 10 pages are a
whirlwind of plot development
that just doesn't work, especially when the story of Marius was
told so leisurely, so romantically.
Thome's rash actions at the
novel's end are unreal (even in a
world of vampires); dare I say
the whole character is unnecessary. And, as expected, the constant recycling of material told
throughout the previous vampire chronicles makes the story
lag at points. Constant allusions
are made to adventures in
Marius' eternal life that the
reader is not made privy to.
Yet what work of art is not
without its problems — little
changes that could have been
made? So it is with Rice's
"Blood and Gold" which, like
her other vampire novels (aside
from the fluke, "Merrick"), is a
celebration of eternal life. A
vampire novel is the List place
one would expect to find meditations on history, beauty and
humanity. Apparently, we have
a lot to learn from vampires.

Gift Certificates
Available
Private Room
Available for Parties
of 25 or More

(540)886-0656

TO THEIR PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

step e: Master the moves.
Ski and Snowboard School
Register today far:
Section 1: Tuesdays (Jan. 8 - Feb. 12}

^ ^
••«*

Section 2: Thursdays (Jan. 10 - Feb. 14) Transport avaiiabi

Section 3: Sundays (Jan. 27, Feb. 3 & 10)

Two hour lessons

MASSANUTTEN
R I s () It I

Beginner and Intermediate Classes
Cost: S11 2 after 12/14 with equipment
and 510O without.
Early Bird Cost: 5102 before 12/14 with equipment
and SRO without

Far more information call xB-8734

Sprint? Break 2002 Panama City Beach, Florida?
DJ"Bi£ Donna"
i-i-iAU....

(EACH RESORT&CONFERENCECEKTER

each Pa

m

WORLD FAMOUS
2 Large Outdoor
S\\ iinniiii" l*Ool$

• Sailboat. Jet Ski ami
Para.sail Rentals • Yvi\

River Bide & mUnfflt
•
%«

*

-

(fieilll IM

• Volleyball • lluee
,
Beachfront Hot tub
• Suites up to 10 People
• lull Kifclirus • Indoor
Atrium Dome & Pool • Oame Koom
• Kestauranl . Airport limousine

Service • No Cower for Sandpiper
Gueodf

enervations 800.488.8HW • www..sanclpiperbeacon.eom
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■ New week, same results
Football loses four consecutive
home games for first time since
1981 season.
SM
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"When they told me Jess (Cichowicz) had 17
(assists) — I just think that is an amazing statistic.
For someone who is so quiet on the offensive end,
she sure docs make things work for us."
BUD CHII.DKRS

women's basketball coach

story btlow

SM

story below

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

JMU wins opener over Gardner-Webb
Cichowicz's 17 assists sets school record
BY DREW WILSON

assistant sports editor
The )MU women's basketball
te.im opened its season with a
92-65 thumping of GardnerWebb University Friday at the
Convocation Center
Junior point guard Jess
Cichowicz set a JMU record lor
assists in a panic and senior
guard Allyson Keener also tied
the JMU record of six 3-pointers
madt in a game in the win over
Gardner-Webb.
The Kunnin' Bulldogs held
close in the opening minutes,
but a 3-pointer by Keener gave
the Dukes a 12-5 lead GardnerWebb pulled back to within five
points on a jump shot by forward Maggie Tomporek with 12
minutes and 58 seconds to go in
the first half. However, JMU
pulled away from there.
Cichowicz's layup with just
under two minutes to play
increased the Dukes' lead to 16.
Gardner-Webb fired back with a
3-pointer from guard Casey
Collins, but Keener countered
the shot with a 3 of her own.
JMU took a 43-28 lead into halftime and never looked back.
With 5 minutes 42 seconds
to go in the second half, senior
forward
Katie Hardbarger
nailed two free throws to
increase the JMU lead to 35
points. Gardner-Webb would
not get within less than 25
points of the Dukes, allowing
JMU to cruise to victory.
The Dukes dismantled the
Runnin'
Bulldog offenM,
forcing 28 turnovers with
their press.
"I thought our press was
very
good,"
coach
Bud
Childers said. "I thought we
were very active. We had 13
steals and forced 28 turnovers.
We seemed to be very active
around the ball. We got our
hands on a lot of balls."
Keener said, "Opening the
game, one of our main focuses
was just playing hard. Playing
hard for the most part comes on
the defensive end. We've

always just talked about how
playing hard defensively will
carry over to the offense. We got
a lot of steals and a lot of breakaways and that's just what we
were looking for."
Cichowicz's
17
assists
destroyed the JMU game record
of 12, formerly owned by Holly
Rilinger in 19%.
Childers
compared
Cichowicz's efforts to Ohio
Stale University's Jamie I-ewis,
who handed out 17 assists in
the Buckeyes' win over the
Dukes
in Ihe Women's
National Invitahon Tournament
semifinals tad KMGfl
He said, "Lewis, their point
guard, had (17) assists. When I
saw that after the ball game, I
thought
my goodFriday
ness gra- ,
cious.
I
have been
watching
|\ll
basketball
„for
30
years and
I had never heard of anyone
getting (17) assists. Migk
Johnson was the only person 1
ever saw get close to that.' So I
thought (17) was incredible.
When they told me Jess had 17
— I just think that is in emu
ing statistic. For someone who
is so quiet on the offensive
end, she sure does make things
work for us."
Cichowicz seemed amazed
herself. She said, "I was in awe
when the Ohio State girl did it
against me and I felt really
embarrassed, but (Keener) hit
six 3s and I'm sure that every
one of them was off me or at
least four or five of them. And
I must have gotten five off
(senior center Hollee Franklin)
It helps when people knock
down their shots; I just get
them the hall
Keener finished with a
game-high 25 points in her
record-tying night.
"Keener is a deadly shooter," Childers said. "She can

wear you out and our players
do a good job knowing where
she is at on the floor. It was
good to see her get off to a good
shooting night."
Franklin added a careerhigh 21 points. Junior forward
Nadine Morgan added 14
points and a career-high seven
assists and I lardbarger chipped
in with 10 points.
For Gardner-Webb, guard
Katie Gravel had 15 points.
Center
Ashley
Porterfield
scored 14 points and grabbed
nine rebounds for the Runnin'
Bulldogs.
Guards
Casey
Collins and Crissy Guzman
helped out with 12 points and
10 points, respectively.
The game also marked the
first collegiate game for
JMU's
freshmen.
Center
Krystal Brooks led the freshmen with 6 points.
'I think the freshmen did
well," Franklin said. 'To come
off the bench in their first real
collegiate game, I thought that
lhe\ handled tilings really well."
Childers said, "For the
most part, I thought they did
I rtw nice job in their first
college game."
JMU played the game without junior forward Shanna
Price, who strained a thigh
muscle in practice Wednesday.
Price will be sidelined until the
Dukes face the University of
Illinois Nov. 23.
"We've got to be able to pick
up when we lose players
because late in the season you
lose players to injury or to illness and you've got to be ready
for anything on any given
night," Keener said. "(Price)
was a bit of a late loss, but better
now than when it comes down
to crunch time."
Despite the convincing win,
tlie team knows they liave a
long way to go.
"It's just a pretty big win in
general" Franklin said. "We
haven't had a double-figure
win in a while. Last year we
kind of cut it close in a couple of

C\\R\Sl.AH7lh\/uaffphiHoKrui>hef
Junior point guard Jess Cichowicz handed out 17 assists In the Dukes' game against Gardner
Webb University Friday at the Convocation Center. The mart* set a new JMU single game record.
games. 1 don't think we want to
have a false sense of confidence.
A win is a win, but every team is
different. You can't take any
team for granted."
Keener said, "It's a nice start,
but we have a long way to go
and still have a lot of things to
work on. I think we finally
found some chemistry. We are
just hoping to take this and
move on one game at a time."

Sunday,
the
Dukes
improved to 2-0 with a 76-58
win over East Tennessee Stale
University at the Convo.
Keener scored 17 points,
while Morgan added 15 points
and 9 rebounds. Hardbarger
chipped in with 10 points.
Franklin finished with 8
points, seven rebounds and
four blocks.
Buccaneers' guard
Erin

AND THE SAGA
CONTINUES

FOOTBALL

Woes continue in final home game
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

sports editor

Thurman scored 19 points in
the loss.
JMU will travel to Moraga,
Calif, to play in the St. Mary's
College Thanksgiving Classic
Nov. 23 to 24. The Dukes will
face Illinois Nov. 23 and either
St. Mary's or Sloneybrook
College Nov. 24.
The Dukes return home
Nov. 30 to play the Universil\
of Massachusetts at 7 p.m.

Huskies'21.
Threatening to enter the
NU red zone, sophomore
receiver Alan Harrison was
interfered with on a LeZotte
pass that cost the Dukes their
firM string quarterback as he
was carted off with an undisclosed knee injury.
Connelly took over ami
immediately
S.iturday

It seems like it's the same
story every week, just with I
new opponent.
Saturday afternoon redshirt freshman quarterback
Matt LeZotte struggled to
find enough Hme to get off a
pass as his offensive line disintegrated at Ihe hands of a
veteran
Northeastern
University unit in a 24-17 redeemed
Northeastern
NU victory.
himself,
The Dukes managed to tossing a
stay within striking distance 6-yard
throughout as they trailed touchi17-10 with under two min- down to
utes to play.
Harrison,
.i play thai Met ttd a breath of
With momentum swinglife in the Dukes' hopes lor
ing in favor of the purple
leaving Bridgeforth victoriand gold, junior quarterback
ous for once in 2001.
Mike Connelly took the
I hose hopes now hinged
reigns at the JMU 35 alter
on
an on side kick attempt
I e/otte limped off the field
On a first down, Connelly An NU defender mis|udged
s» rambled for 10 yards the bounce and let it pass
before coughing up the ball over his head, but HamtOfl
into the hands of Huaklc and freshman receiver Tahir
Hinds were unable to gel
safety TJ Hill Hill scampered 45 yards down the their hands on the ball before
right sideline for what
it toppltd oul of bounds.
appeared to be the nail in
Despite the late drama,
the coffin, a 24 10 lead.
JMU coach Mukey Matthews
said (his stoi v was simple and
"Everyone was heartbroken," red-shirt sophomore easy to follow.
linebacker Dennard Melton
"We just couldn't hl.uk
said of the mood on the them, that was the whole
sideline following the score. game, Matthews laid.
"We didn't want it to end
Matthews said that the
like that."
offensive play calling included
running plays that are
As they did the entire
game, the Dukes special designed to go downfield,
teams gave JMU a lift on the but LeZotte did not have
time to get those
ensuing kick off when junior enough
' Cody Hall returned the kick pa^s,'-, oil (.ailing plays with
36 yards to the NU 46. short routes wasn't leaving
LeZotte returned to the helm JMU quarterbacks enough
time either.
and on second down found
"They were just destroy
25 yards of daylight to the

ing our quarterback so
quickly that we couldn't get
the ball thrown," Matthews
said "I was kind of running
out of ideas, I started to ask
the fans what they wanted
to run.''
Matthews explained that
JMU's play calling included
so many plays on the ground
late in the game because the
team had to mix it up in an
attempt to prevent the quarterback from getting killed.
A noticeable change on
offense for the Dukes came in
the form of freshman cornerback Kondell Bradley playing
ihe entire game at tailback.
Matthews thought his young
back played well considering
the line in front of him.
"It's
unfair
to
judge
Kondell,"
Matthews
said.
"When we gave him a couple
• leases he got some confidence
and played pretty well."
Matthews' baffled offense
converted just two of 11
third-down conversions and
gained 174 yards.
The Dukes man.inged to
stay in the game thanks to a
heroic effort on the part of the
JMU defensive unit, which
allowed just 243 yards to the
I (uskies
The key to the NU offense
was senior tailback L.J.
McKanas. McKanas ran over
the Dukes all afternoon,
amassing 155 yards on 37 i ,ir
ries.
Melton said, "He'sa tough
runner. He's going to get
those tough yards
Melton was responsible
tor Ihe lone JMU score of the
tirsl half when he stripped
the ball troin McKanas .ind

trotted the remaining 25
yards into the end zone
Melton now has scored five
career touchdowns in just
two seasons and was this
week's leading JMU tackier
with nine stops.
Adjusting to the NU
offense at halftime, the Dukes
decided to turn up the heat
and blitzed on nearly every
down of the second half. The
strategy resulted in the
decreased effectiveness of the
Huskies' offense and four

JMU sacks.
McKanas said, "They came
after us all day. All the credit in
the world to their defense."
Matthews and his squad
return to the drawing board in
preparation for the final matchup of the season, Friday's noon
game against Uberty University
in Lynchburg.
Matthews said,"It's not
any rocket scientist stuff, we
just have to become better
blinkers I hese guvs have to
grow up."
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Red-shirt sophomore Dennard Melton stripped a defender of the
ball and returned it for a touchdown In Saturday's 24-17 loss.
i

Rahman
rocked
Who were are we kidding
here?
Saturday night's fight for the
heavyweight belt was hardly a
contest; it was British rampage.
lennox lewis (39-2-1, 30
KOs) eonvinungly regained the
title over former champion
1 lasim Rahman with one single
punch in the fourth round. That
punch came with 1:46 left in the
round and sent a disoriented
Rahman flat to the I as Vegas
canvas. Rahman may have had
five bullets removed from his
body
during
his
"thug"
upbringing, but it was his6 feet
2 inch, 236-pound frame that
crumbled again into the ropes
when he attempted to stand
afler the referee's nine count.
the pure cockiness Rahman
portrayed before the fight was
like dumping gasoline on the
lire burning inside I,ewis. It was
in the FSPN studios that things
started to heal up on Aug 30 A
verbal assault bv Rahman questioning l.ewis' sexuality was
totally uncalled for and the
wrestling match that look place
afterwards sent Shockwaves
though the boxing world. The
next day, Rahman Kibbled on
about Ix.*yvis at a press conference publicizing the bout. If it
weren't for security and Ihe
hover s
overwhelming
entourage,
another
ruckus
would have taken place. After
those entertaining altercations, I
decided I was definitely going to
shell .mi the ISO to sea how
much pain tlu-se two barbarians
QDuJd inflict on each other.
see RAHMAN, fHige 14
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CHARGING THE MOUND

Heinbaugh and Jones named lo volleyball All-CAA
team

JEFFREY CRETZ

Big Mac bows out with grace
It's very rare these days
that professional athletes turn
down more money. In our capitalist culture when an athlete
turns down more money, it lets
me know that athletes are not
totally about, as Cuba
Gooding Jr. best put it,
"Show(ing) me the money!"
Cardinals' first baseman
Mark
McGwire
recently
retired from baseball. Mac
walked away from a 530-million contract over two years.
Although he never signed a
contract, he made a verbal
agreement
with
the
Cardinals' owner before the
2001 season. In his final year,
Mac batted .187. For those
who don't know anything
about averages, Mac had a hit
less than two of every 10
times at bat. That's not good.
In fact, that is dismal,
although the man is 38 years
old and has had several
injuries hampering him.
In his retirement statement, McGwire said, "After
considerable discussion with
those closest to me, 1 have
decided not to sign the extension, as I am unable to perform at a level equal to the
salary the organization would
be paying me. I believe I owe
it to the Cardinals and the
fans of St. Louis to step aside,
so a talented free agent can be
brought in as the final piece

of what I expect can be a
world championship-caliber
team."
It takes guts to admit a
team would be better off
without you on it. McGwire's
unselfishness is the key component to this story. He genuinely believes the fans that
come clad in Cardinals' paraphernalia to home games
night after night deserve a
championship, their first
since 1982.
I really didn't have a strong
opinion as to whether I would
have liked to see him come
back for another year or two.
But 1 think he made the decision for himself. In an interview with ESPN, the Big Mac
said, "I'm done. I've always
told myself I'm not going to
hang around and just be
another player."
McGwire is not the type of
player who likes to hog the
headlines night in and night
out. In fact, to announce his
retirement, he sent in a fax to
ESPN. He likes a certain
amount of attention, and the
thought of just being a
mediocre ball player finally
drove him to retirement.
|T The Brick, an nisnbc.com
contributor, thinks Mac is "nuts"
for retiring. He said, "Baseball
fans deserve more from a 'socalled' ambassador to the game.
Big Mac is still worth roughly

between $12 million and $15
million per season, and that fact
cannot be ignored."
JT doesn't understand that
Mac feels it's time. The $30
million isn't that important
McGwire has achieved everything in baseball he ever
wanted to. He won a World
Series in 1989 with the
Oakland Athletics. He was a
member of six post-season
teams. His just-surpassed
record of 70 HRs in one season lasted for three seasons.
He has the current rookie
record for HRs in a season
with 49. He is the most prolific home run hitter in history,
going yard every 10.6 at-bats.
Big Mac was a 12-time all-star
and even won the Gold Glove
Award in 1990.
McGwire was only 17 HRs
shy of reaching the 600 HR
milestone. How many other
players would have returned
just to top Frank Robinson
and reach 600?
McGwire said the most
lasting memories he will carry
with him in his post-baseball
life are the great teams he was
a part of.
"For years I have said my
motivation for playing wasn't
for fame and fortune, but
rather the love of competing,"
McGwire
said.
"Baseball is a team sport and
I have been lucky enough to

contribute to the success of
some great teams."
Perhaps McGwire will be
remembered most for reviving
our national past time in 1998
when he and Sammy Sosa vigorously attacked Roger Marts'
record 61 HRs in a season. They
both shattered his record and
gave people a reason to watch
baseball again.
The last sentence of his
retirement statement sums it
up. McGwire said, "I want to
thank the millions of baseball
fans around the world who
have inspired me to compete
night in and night out."
McGwire left a champion.
I will miss watching the
red-haired giant with forearms bigger than my thighs 1
will miss that intimidating
face he put on every time he
stepped up to the plate. I
miss the days when he and
Jose Canseco were coined the
Bash Brothers in Oakland.
He left with class and left
in style, and I don't think
anyone can second-guess his
decision.

Rahman showed up to the
ring flat and apparently he didn't warm up properly. What
happens when cockiness meets
stupidity? Lewis noticed the
pure ignorance and attacked
Rahman from the start. When
the fighters returned to their
comers following the first
round, Rahman already had a
cut above his left eye.
Al no time during the fight
did Rahman attempt to counter
punch His trainers told him to
put his hands up whenever
Lewis connected, probably the
worst strategy I've ever heard

of. Why would you expose
yourself after being punched to
a fighter who already has a
greater reach than you?
Lewis fought a perfect fight.
He wore down Rahman with
the jab and stayed away from
the ropes. It was only this past
April, during their first fight,
that Rahman stunned Lewis
with a quick right and sent
Lewis to the ground, a fluke.
Lewis went into that fight in
South Africa with a soft head;
Rahman got a lucky punch.
"I said in South Africa that
the belts were on loan, now
they are back home with me,"
Lewis said at the same time

they were scraping Rahman's
body off the floor.
But what is in store for
Lewis and the future of the boxing world? The heavyweight
champ has dominated for the
last 6 years and the competition
is looking slim. Lewis proved to
everyone Saturday night that
he's the undisputed champion.
One name definitely comes
to mind when talking about
Lewis' next fight That's right,
you heard it here, it's going to
happen. Hopefully, Lewis'
dreadlocks can cover up his ears.
"I want Tyson, I've been
waiting
for
him
since
Holyfield," Lewis said follow-

tfBATTERY
HMART .com
1501 S. Main St. Harrisonburg

434-5155
The folks to call when your
semester is over but your car's
battery conspires
to keep you grounded!

Men's swimming & diving 2nd, women's 4th in
Terrapin Cup Invitational
The JMU men's swimming and diving finished second
at the University of Maryland Terrapin Cup Invitational.
On the women's side, JMU finished fourth on the final day
of the three-day event.
Sophomores Jeff Hicks and Geoff Meyer were both double winners. Junior Jeremy Bergman won the 200-yard
freestyle.
On the women's side senior A.C. Cruickshanks won the
400-yard individual medley, the 200-yard butterfly and the
500-yard freestyle.
Freshman diver Drew Jordan scored first-place points
against the College of William & Mary with a score of
185.95 on the three-meter board and 20635 on the onemeter board.

Monday. Nov. 19

Jeff "Cretzy" Cretz is
a junior SMAD
major ivho has the
bat of Randy
Johnson and the
arm of Chuck
Knoblauch.

- Senior Mollie DeFrancesco
will compete in the NCAA
Women's
Cross
Country
National Championships in
Greenville, S.C.
Tuesday. Nov. 20

Rahman tossed by wayside as Lewis seeks Tyson
RAHMAN, from page 13

Senior Danielle Heinbaugh and sophomore Dana
Jones were named lo the volleyball All-Colonial Athletic
Association team.
Heinbaugh was named first team All-CAA after ranking 20th in the nation and leading the CAA with 0.67 service aces per game. Heinbaugh also led the Dukes with
a career-best 3.82 kills per game. Her 2.54 digs.per game
is a career best and she ranks sixth all time in career
kills with 771 and is 10th in service aces with 83.
Jones was named to the All-CAA second team after finishing the season second among the Dukes and sixth in
the conference with 3.58 kills per game.

- Men's basketball opens its season at North Carolina State
University in Raleigh, N.C. The game will be televised on
FOX SportsNet South at 9 p.m.

ing the fight.
It would be the greatest fight
of this era. It would have to happen soon due to the ages of both
fighters. The outcome will send
one of them into retirement and
the other into his own one-hour
special on ESPN Classic.
"It will be the biggest fight in
boxing. Start counting the days,
Lennox, because I promise you
they are numbered,"
Tyson said.
Aaron Gray is a junior
SMAD major """"
/cN himself as a
super flyweight

Wednesday. Nov. 21
- \folleyball completes its season at home against the
University of Virginia at 7 p.m.
Friday. Nov. 23
- Women's basketball competes against the University of
Illinois in the St. Mary's Thanksgiving Classic,

Saturay, Nov. 24

tti

- Men's basketball hosts Gardner-Webb University at the
Convocation Center at 7 p.m.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
VIEWING PARTY AT
BUFFALO WILD WINGS!

DUKES
VS.
NC STATE
Tuesday,
November 20
Q
•

nm Buffalo Wild Wtngs Is located at Sotrtli Main Street.
!*■■■ across from canpus. BW3 Is tlie only place In town wbexe 1
yon can see tills game live and enjoy 3<H ents winqsl 1

-FREE CHARGING SYSTEM CHECK-

mn New stum
OTHER NEW RELEASES

Prepare for the LSAT or MCAT
right on the JMU campus!!
Enroll NOW for Spring 2002 courses:

AVAILABLE NOW:
•SOME PATES SUBJECT TO

RADIOHEAD
I Might Be Wrong
S11 99 CD

CHANGE - BE SURE,
CHECK AT THE STORE.
BARENAKEP IAPIES
BELLE I SABASTIAN
BUSTA RHYMES

LSAT prep starts 1/10 (ask for code LSCV2201)
MCAT prep starts 1/14 (ask for code MCCV2201)

THE CUKE
CREEN PAT
JEWEL
SHEl»Y LTNNE

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST
ROB ZOMBIE
Sinister Urge* $13 99 CD

MAPONNA
PAUL MCCAKTNET

OH RIO. PRKI
ON All 0ANCI
AND TICNNO CDS
NOW UNTIL 1I/J0!

NATALIE MERCHANT

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

434-99969

NIWAUND

790-96 E MARKET STREET
in Kroger Shopping Center)

sfciAUBNc.nHiuorof»etmjs
*»0"s
t SMjU IOIIS ■ MX.au MB

USTfN BEFORE VOU BUY!
cwionuwiii KBBB—B»TB1 **« A*os • to&ttt < HI i|JN 1MB

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

MONDAY. NOV.

19, 20011 TIIK BRKK/K I 15

U^SlHLZLlS
FOR RENT

Pheasant Run

2tt. 1*1. 2*3 CannXi.ll Slr.ct
will be available toi »eaity lease
May 1, 2001 Ma) 31. 2003 Nice
area of town. Call 4336047.

ONI , ONI 4btdroom.2 J

Spring Sublease • 4 bedroom
apartment, l room available.
S150/month. fully furnished, clean
qu-et female preferred. Contact
rJarbcmea^jmu edu

hath townhomc aMilahlc Jan I.
2002. Brand new unfunmhed
end unit SI.000 rent plus
utilities Irkludrt washer/dryer.
microwave, dishwasher,
iccmaker in large kitchen (ircal
room and downstair* bath with
hedjiHKiis and 2 full baths
upsuirs make an ideal living
arrangement Limited number
of roommate situation* available
< .111.,. <k-Uik,l
'I-.II

We Have
Property at:

Spring Sut»eas« In Squire HHI - 1
room available in 3 bedroom. 2
bath townhouse Convenient,
affordable Irving 5604613

Th« E»ir Blrrt Ctl* lh* How*
the isle one lives in an apartment.
See wnot's available for 2002 ■
2003. www casttcproptrty com.

HUNTER'S RIDGE
DEVON LANE
COUNTRY CLUB COURT
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
UNIVERSITY PLACE
NEWMAN AVE
WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET
1-2-3-4 or 5 Bedroom
Aparlmcnis

Of eat Howaes Available • for 2002
• 2003. www cattlepropettycom

Perfect CHts at Great Price* • Grft
A Thrift. 227 N. Main.

available n Squire
Mil 1 room available *> 3 bedroom, 2
bath townhouse. Convenient.
affordable Irving. 560-4613

Space Stylae 740 Printer • 1 1/2
years old. Great condition. New
color cartridge Included $50. OBO.
432-3345

-2
bedroom townhouse. $350/month.
Fully furnished, clean, W/D. patio.
Female non-smoker preferred.
Contact patelskOfmu odu

VBM

2-3-4-6-7-14 Bedroom
Houses

3 S«dfoom Townhouse available
August 2001. 2 1/2 baths. W/D,
A/C furnished JMU 3 blocks owe,
$220-4341040. 188899*3113

ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU
NO BUS RIDE!

4 and b t5edn«Ti Kowe» for K#nt
Close to campus Groups only
June to June vase $250 ■ $275 per
person Washer and dryer included.
Call 432 1589 after 5 00 pm

1995 leave SC-400 - Black/black
with gold trim and all options. 92K
miles, m excellent condition.
Comes with a 120K mile or 1.8
year warranty $19,995 Call Drew.
4339263

Delivery Persea - for local
furniture store. Part time or fulltime. 433O909.

FUrn.»hod 3 B*
••enable now. 2 1/2 baths. W/D.
A/C. JMU 3 blocks away. $220.
4341040. 1888994-3113

Rare Electric Ouster - Custom built
Jackson/Charvel with case.
Appraised at over $750; must sell.
$500 Call John. 612-4525.

Waitresses and Coeks Needed •
Apply at Jess' Lunch Must be
available to work lunches.
Sophomores and Juniors preferred

Kline Realty
Property Mgmt.
438-8SOO

Ski Free

at
Ski Resort
Massanutten
Now hiring lor Ski Season

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop, Food Service,
Telephone Operators, Cashiers, and More!
'Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek and night Skiing and Rentals!
Stop by lh* Ski Office M-F 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
to fill out an application.

2894954

Student Spirit Committee
would like to...
THANK
All Student Spirit Volunteers:
Howie Krasivlowsky, Lauren Sanderson, Ryan Hanlon,
{urdanna Spencer, Ryan Kahl, David Urso, Jennie Marrass,
liana Smyth, Katie Templin, Jess Hanson, Tracey Brooks,
Kris Locascio, Jeremy Bullock, Colleen v link. Steven Clark,
Lauren Worthinjjton, Dre Sato, Bethany Oiehl, Alison
Richardson, Lmily Goodman, Diana Smyth, ibwana Moore,
E&C -Diannc Brown Facilities Management • Mary Phillips
Bethany Meade, Kristin Lazenby, Jen Nelson, Shannon
Kennan, Abby Llaneza, trin Conlcy, Krystal Garrett, Laura
Earnest, Alexis Hendrix, Jacqueln Alexander, Laura Cason,
Stacey Carter, Julie Mclkcrson, Jared Schwartz, Lauren
Broussard, Emily Foglsong, Christie Campbell, Staci Panis,
Heidi 11.ii i in.in, Caitlin Wallace, Emily haircloth, Sabrina
Koppius, Colleen Stanley, Erin Bliss, Lauren Herzoa,
Andrew Croot, Amy Callahan, Bryan Dcrrickson, Alii Todd,
Angela Needham, Brandi Duck, Dana Cox, Mike Navarrete,
Emily Price, Hector Salazar, Amy Ihach, Laura Earnest,
Stacey Armstrong, laclyn Marsano, Amy Callahan,
Jenny Ruehrmund, Jen Bryant, Caitlin Wallace, Julie
Melderson, Karen Wilkinson, Kristin Goodine,
Bethany Dichl, Alyssa D'Alconzo, Erin Murphy,
Jen Osborne, Lauren Alfonso, Danielle Dlavelli, Jenny
Lovell, Elizabeth Martin, Ashley Gentry, Katie Cofeman,
Jessica Tate, Adam Suritz, Kristen Lazenby, Beth Bardeau,
Pam Hoppes, Nicole Rodak, Jillian Macey, Jcnn Weiss,
Kathy Sarver, Brooke Thompson, Derek Dye, Shannon
Kennan, Cannic Campbell, Julia Walsh-Hornick

Spring Break • Cancun, Jamaica!
and all Florida destinations. Best
hotels, free parties, lowest prices'
www. breakersfravsV com
1800985-6789
Spring Break Reps Needed • lo
promote campus lops. Earn $.
travel free* No cost, we tram you
1-800-367 1252
www. spnngrxeafcdrrecf.com

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding (he
investigation of financing
business (tfipuriunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau. Inc
I-8OO-533-5501

Fraternities. Sororities. Cluba.
Student Groups - Earn $1,000 $2,000 this semester with the
easy Camoutfundraiser com 3 hour
fund ranwig event Does not involve
crectt card apptcatlona. fund raiseig
dates are fWng ouckr,. so cat toooy
Contact Campusfunaraiser.com
at 888-923-3238. or visit
www. cempusfuncraiser. com.

Volvo 74001 - sedan, white, fully
loaded, new tires. Excellent
condition and mileage, $4,900
Call 2982163

scat 7 Reserve your teat no*!
1-540-MS-SS7»

Hamwnrwri Park* A Rtcnrarion li
looking lor gymnastics murutuui
for the January - April session
Oauei nctt Monday Jt
Wednesday afternoon*
Ca»41.V916l for more info

Washer/Dryer - almost new
Kenmore stack washer/dryer.
$400. oJ).o. Call Chns. 434-5965.
e«t 1292.

Kline Really
438-KKOO
Call Anytime'

Airports, from sioiion.
or wur front door

(.uniKLMjvsltislnul.iis

MopM - 20OO~Tm Targa ~s**7
very low miles. e*cerlent condrtcn.
$1,000. Verona. 540248-4045

ROOSEVELT SQUARE
4 BR furnished townhoir.es
W/D. D/W. A/C
2 Blotks ft.im eojBjfJNH '

#1 Sating Break Vaca*tona~-~Bosi
prices guaranteed! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahama* 4 nonde! Boo*
©any and receive free meal plan r*»
fwing campus reps! 1800234-7007
www. enoiesssummet tours.com

JHINANPOAH $Hl/TTl£
can gel you home for the holidays
or nay* here you want in go'

HELP WANTED

Cowpatat Fee Sale • 1MB PC. 17"
monitor. Zip 100 drive. CD burner.
speakers, many design and
business programs. Call Wind*.
57*0111.

AAAA! Soring Break Specials!
Cancun and Jamaica from $389'
Air. hotel, free meals. Award
winning company1 Group leaders
free) Florida vacations $129'
spnrtgonMktravef.com
1-80O67&6386

Com pater Repair - Free home
visits. Free diagnosis and
instruction 430-3269

184J9 Meads MTV Van • 4WD7v6;
A/C. Daily use for 11 years.
125.000 mainly freeway miles.
Wan maintained, non-smoker. Hate
to sell, but graduating. Kelly Blue
Book. $3,800. Sell for S3.300
Call 4353431

NorektrKk Ski Machine for Sale
Paid $600. will sell for S175.
Call 896-5364 or e-mail.
rodarmmaajjmu edu.

Sunchase Spring Sublaas* •
affordable rent, private bath.
*wesomc roommatest 4424385

SERVICES

1S74 Toyota Land CrahMf • red,
soft top w*h reconvened 6 cylinder
motor, 4x4 power, replaced parts
and good condition. Call 612-4333

FOR SALE

Spring Break Party Cruise! AVOKJ
flight concerns and sail from
Florida. 5 days *i Bahamas. $279'
Includes most meals! Get group
go
free!
1-8006786386
sDrwigon-awffavei.com

Academic
Analyst
free
consultation. Get your perfect
course schedule. Save time,
money Graduate early, extra
degrees. See Breeze Business
Directory. 540430-3697.

Mepee* • 19S2T Jawa - good
condition. $350. Verona. Call
5*0248*045.

I - OWe Mttl $270.
negotiable. Can/message. Lon.
438-3096

Nags Haas1 Stutfent Summer
Rentals ■ seabroe/ereaity com.
252 2556328

Make $3,000. by Christmas ■ 6
fun sales positions open at valley
Mall. Avg. $6 $22'hr 4349934.

■ 1 Spring Break Op.r»tor! ( V . .
our website for the best deals'
wwwvagabondtours.com Cancun
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida
Group organuers earn free tnps and
cash. CaH today! 1«66BB£AK-00

SPRING BREAK
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun.
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Maratian for free! To find out
how. call 1488-7774642 or entail
saletCsuncoast vac at tons .com

Spring ■reek Party! indulge m free
travel, food, and parties wrth the
best DJs and celebntws in Cancun
Jamaica, Maratian. and the
Bahamas. Go to SrurJenfCm/.com.
call 1 800 293 1443 or e-mail
aahiaOlluduntcrty.com.

Act Nowl Guarantee the best
Spring Break prices) South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapuico, Florida & Merdtgras
Reps needed, travel free, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*
80083BB203 wwwie«st«ftxrt com

SPRING BREAK 2002
(••om Jamaica. HuMrn. Padn.
■nhejwaa. AeMpalm. Fkwkfct* M.«
i hi i MI UJhVslBaMeassU
IRI.L punies iivJciJi..itcrsciiis'
VhM m SLNSPLASHJOLKS com
Inrdr-Uihnrcall IMIM2S-77IO
Ms hNOaVblMER."

• 1. Absolute Lowest Spring
Breah Price! §3, Reputable
company, award-winning customer
service' (Cwc-bsite) »3 Free meal
plans' (Eanybirds) »4 Campus
Reps earn $$ travel free! Enough
reasons'
1 800 367 1252.
www. spnnfbreakdirect com

PERSONALS
Is someone you care
about hurting?
Come r» a uipport group for men
who have fnends who hive been
sexually assaulted Contaci JJMWI.
S6B-2S.1l.if inwirsscd
Travel/St ody
r'r unce/Switzerland
May 6 - 24. 2002
Font ■ Onrnn • Chonm • OmemuM«
Fnnrnct Rixirro . /until Imrmr ■ Inwrlaktn - Brat
CnnUKl Or M«no Hjrnlci Mel/
Keearl 421. Vdt U>M. kwnleimi
EAlli MOT INTERNSHIPS
KOKSI \1\ttK2002
£lgjlininvie»ine JI JML Build
.our resume Lun over $7.000Bin
Pnsanvi> full hv (VBmiK
Apply on-line iodey<
- w - I ii 11 Ion |m 11111 f s i < .in

ADVIRTIIl IN THE
BREEZE CLASSIFIED ADSf
$100 for the first 10 words
$2.00 for each add 1 10 words
Block ads arc $10 inch
.Vow accepti*/: credit tard\!
-1-litrtinngonJy )
Place your ad todsv!
5SI-SU7

Simply The Best!
Foxhill Townhomes. JMU's newest student community,
offers the latest designs in student housing floor plans!
Large, individual private bedrooms, semi-private baths,
two living areas and plenty of parking. Quiet, townhome
style units—not apartments or condominiums.
•4 bedroom
•2 bath
•Over 1450 sq ft
»Microwave
•Washer/dryer
•Storage
• Ethernet Hookups

•Dishwasher
•Disposal
• Range
• Refrig. with ice maker
•On bus route
•Vaulted ceiling
• Picnic areas

•Tanning Beds

BEDROPM

BEE&QDil
9J i

JI-

,

r

T
LAUNDRY

•. ! I

1

R»: '
STUDY AREA

&

the following Sponsors:
Blockbuster, Daniel's, Papa John's, Domino's,
Kinko's, Kroger, BW3's, Dairy Queen,
Cornmaze, Pep Boys, Woodfired Oven,
Artful Dodger, Luigi's, The Breeze,
Development Office, TDU, CopyCenter, UPB
Dining Services, Events & Conferences,
Glenn's Fair Price

UPPER LEVEL

loxbili
Lownhomes

r i*i

CONGRATULATE
Student Spirit Incentive Winners:
large group MADISON SOCIETY/DUKE CLUB
medium group- STUDENT AMBASSADORS
small group EQUESTRIAN CLUB
residence hall- WAYLAND

i

MAIN LEVEL

£r
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Now signing leases for fall 2002
Come check out one of Ihe newest, largest,
and best off campus housing available at JMU!

9 a.m.- 5 rp.m. M-F

,1627
office
tM _
Devon Lane
Harrisonburg. VA

432-5525
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The Breeze urgi
to pick up some items

over Thanksgiving break
for the students
who lost their homes
n the Common s.

Please take your
donations to
the SGA office,
Mon-Fri 8 am- 6 pm.
Taylor 234

ffl^s

ems needed:
•

clothes,
toiletries,
towels,
washcloths,
shower curtains,
bedding,
notebooks,
school supplies,
and cash

Happy Thanksgiving from The Breeze!
■■■^■^B

SBM^HHi

